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Abstract 

The paper provides a concise overview of the Dodd-Frank Act, 
the challenges of its implementation, and efforts to roll back the 
Act, in large part due to what are viewed to be vague and 
impractical provisions. This document was provided by Policy 
Department A at the request of the ECON Committee. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Background 

This paper provides a synopsis of key provisions of the Dodd-Frank Act (DFA), from its enactment in July 
2010 through recent developments as of 24 October 2018. Chapter 2.1 introduces the purpose of each 
key provision and the general terms of the Act’s required oversight, rules, and regulations to attain the 
intended goal of each provision. From this foundation, Chapter 2.2 then discusses the rulemaking 
efforts of the regulatory agencies and other bodies in their attempts to define and implement rules to 
satisfy these provisions. Lastly, Chapter 2.3 addresses the challenges of such implementation efforts 
and the rollback efforts of the current US White House administration.  

• The enactment of the DFA was the most significant and overarching reform to financial regulation 
since the US regulatory reform that occurred in response to the Great Depression of the 1930s. With 
the goal of securing stability in the US financial system, its provisions created new agencies, 
collapsed others, and redirected oversight and regulatory agencies to create rules in order to 
contain, identify, and more strictly regulate those financial products and institutions that might 
present a significant threat to stability. From the beginning, many critics considered the Act to be 
unwieldy, unnecessarily restrictive and costly, and impractical to implement. 

• The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) was created under the DFA to provide consumers 
with tools for prudent financial decision-making and protection from exploitive practices. It has 
broad authority, including the authority to enforce laws and investigate potential consumer 
financial law violations. Criticism of the CFPB has, in large part, focused on its significant and 
purportedly unchecked power. While the CFPB has lacked direction from the start, under its current 
director, many investigations have been halted and new enforcement actions have slowed. In June 
2018, a federal court ruled that the CFPB’s current structure is unconstitutional. Ultimately, the US 
Supreme Court may decide the fate of the CFPB’s structure, posing further questions for the future 
direction of the CFPB. 

• Rulemaking and implementation of the DFA’s other provisions has not proceeded smoothly, either. 
The new Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC) created rules designating nonbank financial 
companies as ‘too big to fail,’ which have been challenged as burdensome and counter-productive. 
Of the four companies so designated, all such designations have been rescinded. The US House has 
passed a bill, which is currently in the US Senate, that would eliminate such designations – and, 
therefore, rules following from such designations – from the DFA altogether. As of October 24, 
2018, zero nonbanks were designated as SIFIs.  

• Section 13 of the Act, known as the Volcker Rule, took years to arrive at implementation rules and 
has faced criticism due to its ambiguity. Continued update proposals, comments, and responses 
have delayed its implementation. Certain provisions were recently rolled back under the Trump 
administration. With five regulatory agencies responsible for rulemaking and implementation, the 
Volcker Rule is viewed by critics as unwieldy and impractical.  

• Financial institution ‘stress testing’ requirements, which include the Dodd-Frank Act Stress Tests 
(DFAST) and the US Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review (CCAR), have evolved since first 
implemented under the DFA but have not changed significantly. The asset size of institutions that 
are required to comply with these tests, however, has recently increased from USD 50 billion to 
USD 250 billion, providing regulatory relief for many small and medium banks. 
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• US supervision of Foreign Banking Organizations (FBOs) was enhanced in 2016/2017. Recently, a bill 
was passed that would reduce the number of foreign banks required to comply with these 
standards by raising the threshold of total global consolidated assets from USD 50 billion to USD 
250 billion. 

• Following from the DFA stress test regulations, the US Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) 
has proposed updates to computing loan loss provisions in the Current Expected Credit Losses (CECL) 
framework. These updates will impact the credit loss provisions in the stress testing requirements 
under Section 165 of the DFA and have been accepted by the US Federal Reserve with full adoption 
expected in 2020. 
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 DODD-FRANK UPDATE: REALIGNING BALANCE 
The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (DFA) was a massive, 2 300-page 
bill that represented the biggest overhaul to financial regulation in the US since the 1930s.1 The Act 
was so expansive that, even now, many of its proposed rules are not yet written and in force. Moreover, 
some of the desired rules and regulations – even among those in place – are considered by critics to be 
vague or impractical. Thus, not all of the recent regulatory rollback is due to the Trump administration, 
nor to political leanings, generally. Rather, some of the proposed rules simply are considered to be 
infeasible in today’s financial marketplace.  

Described below is a brief account of developments in key DFA provisions, both before and after the 
Trump administration. In comparing regulatory developments prior to the current administration and 
after, it is likely that some elements of the current regulatory rollback would have happened even 
without the philosophy of the current regime. Thus, similar ‘rollbacks’ can be expected in other areas 
regardless of political regime.   

                                                             
1   See Luce, Edward and Politi, James, ‘Obama signs bill to overhaul Wall Street’, Financial Times, 21 July 2010, available at 

https://www.ft.com/content/9765d2c8-94dd-11df-af3b-00144feab49a.  

https://www.ft.com/content/9765d2c8-94dd-11df-af3b-00144feab49a
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 LEGISLATION AND RULEMAKING 
In response to the financial crisis of 2008 and the government-supported bailouts of financial 
institutions, the DFA was signed into law in July 2010. According to Chris Dodd, co-author of the Act, 
and Chairman of the US Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, the Act: 

• ‘[P]ut an end to ‘too big to fail’ bailouts.’2 

• ‘[I]ncreased transparency and accountability in our markets.’3 

• ‘[E]stablished an early warning system, so that we never again find out that a financial product or 
practice is unsafe only after it has already undermined the stability of our economy.'4 

• ‘[E]stablished an independent consumer financial protection agency, to provide Americans with the 
clear and accurate information they need to make good financial decisions as well as the security that 
comes with knowing that someone is watching out for your interests and your interests alone.'5  

The DFA contains numerous provisions directing many federal regulatory agencies or other bodies to 
contribute to rules covering 390 rulemaking requirements to be implemented over several years. While 
many lauded the reforms, critics of the Act considered it to be too far-reaching, burdensome, and gave 
the regulators too much power in an already fragmented and complex regulatory environment. Table 1 
below summarizes the regulators and other government bodies enlisted under the DFA. 

                                                             
2  US Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, ‘Dodd Statement on Implementation of Dodd-Frank Act’, 30 September 

2010, available at https://www.banking.senate.gov/newsroom/minority/dodd-statement-on-implementation-of-dodd-frank-act.    
3  US Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, ‘Dodd Statement on Implementation of Dodd-Frank Act’, 30 September 

2010, available at https://www.banking.senate.gov/newsroom/minority/dodd-statement-on-implementation-of-dodd-frank-act.    
4  US Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, ‘Dodd Statement on Implementation of Dodd-Frank Act’, 30 September 

2010, available at https://www.banking.senate.gov/newsroom/minority/dodd-statement-on-implementation-of-dodd-frank-act.    
5  US Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, ‘Dodd Statement on Implementation of Dodd-Frank Act’, 30 September 

2010, available at https://www.banking.senate.gov/newsroom/minority/dodd-statement-on-implementation-of-dodd-frank-act.  

https://www.banking.senate.gov/newsroom/minority/dodd-statement-on-implementation-of-dodd-frank-act
https://www.banking.senate.gov/newsroom/minority/dodd-statement-on-implementation-of-dodd-frank-act
https://www.banking.senate.gov/newsroom/minority/dodd-statement-on-implementation-of-dodd-frank-act
https://www.banking.senate.gov/newsroom/minority/dodd-statement-on-implementation-of-dodd-frank-act
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Table 1:  Federal financial regulators and organizations6 

Prudential Bank 
Regulators 

Securities and 
Derivatives Regulators 

Other Regulators of 
Financial Activities Coordinating Forum 

Office of the 
Comptroller of the 

Currency (OCC) 

Securities and 
Exchange Commission 

(SEC) 

Federal Housing 
Finance Agency 

(FHFA) 

Financial Stability 
Oversight Council 

(FSOC) 

Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation 

(FDIC) 

Commodities Futures 
Trading Commission 

(CFTC) 

Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau 

(CFPB) 

Federal Financial 
Institutions 

Examinations Council 
(FFIEC) 

National Credit Union 
Administration (NCUA)   

President’s Working 
Group on Capital 

Markets (PWG) 

Federal Reserve Board 
(FRB, or the Fed)    

Source: The Congressional Research Service (CRS). 

 

2.1 Key provisions of the finalized rules 

2.1.1 Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 

Title X of the DFA initially established the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB).7 Title X of 
the DFA states, ‘The Director shall be appointed by the [US] President, by and with the advice and consent 
of the [US] Senate … The Director shall serve for a term of 5 years.’8 

                                                             
6  See Frick, Walter, ‘What You Should Know About Dodd-Frank and What Happens If It’s Rolled Back’, Harvard Business Review,  

2 March 2017, available at https://hbr.org/2017/03/what-you-should-know-about-dodd-frank-and-what-happens-if-its-rolled-back. Also 
see Kane, Edward J., ‘Missing Elements in US Financial Reform: A Kübler-Ross Interpretation of the Inadequacy of the Dodd-Frank Act,’ 
Boston College, Keynote Address, 2010 INFINITI Conference, 5 August 2010.; Greenspan, Alan, ‘Dodd-Frank fails to meet test of our times,’ 
Financial Times, 29 March 2011, available at https://www.ft.com/content/14662fd8-5a28-11e0-86d3-00144feab49a.; ‘The Dodd-Frank act, 
Too big not to fail,’ The Economist, 18 February 2012, available at https://www.economist.com/briefing/2012/02/18/too-big-not-to-fail; 
Office of Financial Research, 'Size Alone is Not Sufficient to Identify Systemically Important Banks,' 26 October 2017, available at 
https://www.financialresearch.gov/viewpoint-papers/files/OFRvp_17-04_Systemically-Important-Banks.pdf.  

7  See Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. 111-203, §§ 1001-1100, 124 Stat. 1955-2113 (21 July 2010), 
codified at 12 U.S.C. §§ 5301, 5481-5603.  

8  Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. 111-203, §§ 1011(b)(2), 1011(c)(1), 124 Stat. 1964 (21 July 2010), 
codified at 12 U.S.C. §§ 5491(b)(2), 5491(c)(1); This structure will most likely change soon due to recent court rulings that the single-
headed agency imbues too much authority in a single person. A 21 June 2018 ruling in Consumer Financial Protection Bureau et al. v. RD 
Legal Funding LLC et al., case number 1:17-cv-00890, in the US District Court for the Southern District of New York, held that ‘the CFPB is 
unconstitutionally structured because it is an independent agency that exercises substantial executive power and is headed by a single director.’ 
Hill, John, ‘CFPB Structure Ruled Unconstitutional by NY Judge,’ Law360, 21 June 2018, available at  
https://www.law360.com/articles/1056121/cfpb-structure-ruled-unconstitutional-by-ny-judge.  

https://hbr.org/2017/03/what-you-should-know-about-dodd-frank-and-what-happens-if-its-rolled-back
https://www.ft.com/content/14662fd8-5a28-11e0-86d3-00144feab49a
https://www.economist.com/briefing/2012/02/18/too-big-not-to-fail
https://www.financialresearch.gov/viewpoint-papers/files/OFRvp_17-04_Systemically-Important-Banks.pdf
https://www.law360.com/articles/1056121/cfpb-structure-ruled-unconstitutional-by-ny-judge
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Box 1: Title X of the Dodd-Frank Act 

 

Under its mandate, ‘the CFPB implements and enforces federal consumer financial laws to ensure that all 
consumers have access to markets for consumer financial products and services that are fair, transparent, 
and competitive.’9  

The DFA states, ‘The Bureau is authorized to exercise its authorities under Federal consumer financial law 
to administer, enforce, and otherwise implement the provisions of Federal consumer financial law.’10 The 
DFA continues, ‘The Director may prescribe rules and issue orders and guidance.’11 Furthermore, the DFA 
gives the CFPB investigative authority, stating, ‘The Bureau or, where appropriate, a Bureau investigator, 
may engage in joint investigations and requests for information, as authorized under this title.’12 The DFA 
also permits the CFPB to pursue legal proceedings, asserting, ‘If any person violates a Federal consumer 
financial law, the Bureau may, subject to sections 1024, 1025, and 1026, commence a civil action against 
such person to impose a civil penalty or to seek all appropriate legal and equitable relief including a 
permanent or temporary injunction as permitted by law.’13 While the CFPB is sometimes thought of as a 
regulator, it is more like a law enforcement agency in that it can prosecute alleged legal violations in a 
court of law rather than administrative hearings.14  

                                                             
9  Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, ‘Rulemaking,’ available at https://www.consumerfinance.gov/policy-compliance/rulemaking/.  
10  Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. 111-203, § 1022(a), 124 Stat. 1980 (21 July 2010), codified at 12 

U.S.C. § 5512(a). 
11  Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. 111-203, § 1022(b)(1), 124 Stat. 1980 (21 July 2010), codified at 12 

U.S.C. § 5512(b)(1). 
12  Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. 111-203, § 1052(a)(1), 124 Stat. 2019 (21 July 2010), codified at 12 

U.S.C. § 5562(a)(1). 
13  Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. 111-203, § 1054(a)(1), 124 Stat. 2028 (21 July 2010), codified at 12 

U.S.C. § 5564(a)(1). 
14  The DFA directs the CFPB to coordinate with existing Federal agencies, stating, ‘The Bureau shall coordinate with the [Securities and 

Exchange] Commission, The Commodity Futures Trading Commission, the Federal Trade Commission, and other Federal agencies and State 
regulators, as appropriate, to promote consistent regulatory treatment of consumer financial and investment products and services.’ Dodd-
Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. 111-203, § 1015 124 Stat. 1974 (21 July 2010), codified at 12 U.S.C. § 5495. 
In January 2012, the FTC and CFPB entered into a memorandum of understanding (‘MOU’) that supplements the requirements of the 
Dodd-Frank Act and creates a framework for coordination and cooperation. See Federal Trade Commission, ‘Federal Trade Commission, 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau Pledge to Work Together to Protect Consumers,’ Press Release, 23 January 2012, available at 
https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2012/01/federal-trade-commission-consumer-financial-protection-bureau.  
The agencies reauthorized the MOU in May 2015 for a three-year term. See Federal Trade Commission, ‘FTC, CFPB Reauthorize 
Memorandum of Understanding,’ Press Release, 12 March 2018, available at https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-
releases/2015/03/ftc-cfpb-reauthorize-memorandum-understanding.  
See  Clark, Donald S., Letter to ‘The Honorable Mick Mulvaney,’ Federal Trade Commission, 8 February 2018, available at 
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/reports/federal-trade-commission-enforcement-fair-debt-collection-act-calendar-2017-
report-consumer/p064803_ftc_report_to_cfpb_re_fdcpa_calendar_2017_02082018_2.pdf.  

Article X as presented below establishes the CFPB: 
‘SEC. 1011. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE BUREAU OF CONSUMER FINANCIAL PROTECTION. (a) BUREAU 
ESTABLISHED.—There is established in the Federal Reserve System, an independent bureau to be known 
as the ’Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection’, which shall regulate the offering and provision of 
consumer financial products or services under the Federal consumer financial laws. The Bureau shall be 
considered an Executive agency, as defined in section 105 of title 5, United States Code. Except as 
otherwise provided expressly by law, all Federal laws dealing with public or Federal contracts, property, 
works, officers, employees, budgets, or funds, including the provisions of chapters 5 and 7 of title 5, shall 
apply to the exercise of the powers of the Bureau.’1 
 
1  Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. 111-203, § 1011(a), 124 Stat. 1964 (21 July 2010), codified at 

12 U.S.C. § 5491(a). 

https://www.consumerfinance.gov/policy-compliance/rulemaking/
https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2012/01/federal-trade-commission-consumer-financial-protection-bureau
https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2015/03/ftc-cfpb-reauthorize-memorandum-understanding
https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2015/03/ftc-cfpb-reauthorize-memorandum-understanding
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/reports/federal-trade-commission-enforcement-fair-debt-collection-act-calendar-2017-report-consumer/p064803_ftc_report_to_cfpb_re_fdcpa_calendar_2017_02082018_2.pdf
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/reports/federal-trade-commission-enforcement-fair-debt-collection-act-calendar-2017-report-consumer/p064803_ftc_report_to_cfpb_re_fdcpa_calendar_2017_02082018_2.pdf
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The CFPB Director was initially required to establish certain functional units to focus on research, 
community outreach, community affairs, and collecting and tracking complaints. It also was required 
to establish four offices:  

• Office of Fair Lending and Equal Opportunity - charged with ‘providing oversight and 
enforcement of Federal laws intended to ensure the fair, equitable, and non-discriminatory access to 
credit;’ 15 

• Office of Financial Education - charged with ‘developing and implementing initiatives intended to 
educate and empower consumers to make better informed financial decisions;’16 

• Office of Service Member Affairs - charged with ‘developing and implementing initiatives for service 
members and their families;’ 17 and 

• Office of Financial Protection for Older Americans - charged with facilitating ‘the financial 
literacy of individuals who have attained the age of 62 years or more.’18 

The general intent and purpose of these offices is to provide consumer financial access and financial 
education for better financial decision-making.19 

One of the key rules implemented by the CFPB, referred to as the Qualified Mortgage Rule established 
new standards for mortgages and addressed certain practices prevalent in the industry preceding the 
2008 financial crisis.20 The CFPB also implemented rules ‘adding several new reporting requirements and 
clarifying several existing requirements’ under the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HDMA).21 Other 
rules implemented by the CFPB include credit card protections, addressing late fees, limiting predatory 
practices targeting young borrowers on college campuses, curtailing interest rate hikes, making credit 
card costs more transparent, and curtailing interest rate hikes.22 The CFPB also maintains a consumer 
complaint database, which it uses to identify emerging trends and target supervisory efforts.23 

2.1.2 Systemically Important Financial Institutions 
In an attempt to avoid and/or eliminate the risky financial practices that led to the 2008 financial crisis, 
the Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC) was formed as a consolidated, interagency body to 

                                                             
15  Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. 111-203, § 1013(c)(2)(a), 124 Stat. 1966 (21 July 2010), codified at 

12 U.S.C. 5493(c)(2)(a). 
16  Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. 111-203, § 1013(d)(1), 124 Stat. 1970 (21 July 2010), codified at 12 

U.S.C. 5493(d)(1). 
17  Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. 111-203, § 1013(e)(1), 124 Stat. 1972 (21 July 2010), codified at 12 

U.S.C. 5493(e)(1). 
18  Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. 111-203, § 1013(g)(1), 124 Stat. 1972 (21 July 2010), codified at 12 

U.S.C. 5493(g)(1). 
19  See Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. 111-203, §§ 1001-1100, 124 Stat. 1955-2113 (21 July 2010), 

codified at 12 U.S.C. §§ 5301, 5481-5603. 
20  Witkowski, Rachel and Adler, Joe, ‘Cheat Sheet: What the CFPB’s Qualified Mortgage Rule Means to Lenders’, American Banker, 10 January 

2013, available at https://www.americanbanker.com/news/cheat-sheet-what-the-cfpbs-qualified-mortgage-rule-means-to-lenders. 
21  Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, 'Home Mortgage Disclosure (Regulation C)', 80 Fed. Reg. 208 (28 October 2015), at p. 66128, 

codified at 12 C.F.R. § 1003 (2015), available at https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2015/10/28/2015-26607/home-mortgage-
disclosure-regulation-c.  

22  See US Congress Joint Economic Committee, 'Key Consumer Protection Accomplishments', available at  
https://www.jec.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/20796f3c-cd05-422f-89f8-ec86f00a7577/consumer-protection-accomplishments-final-
4-10-jw-lv-002-.pdf.   

23  Dangelo, Chris, ‘How we Keep You Safe in the Consumer Financial Marketplace’, CFPB Blog, 2 June 2017, available at 
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/blog/how-we-keep-you-safe-consumer-financial-marketplace/.   

https://www.americanbanker.com/news/cheat-sheet-what-the-cfpbs-qualified-mortgage-rule-means-to-lenders
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2015/10/28/2015-26607/home-mortgage-disclosure-regulation-c
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2015/10/28/2015-26607/home-mortgage-disclosure-regulation-c
https://www.jec.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/20796f3c-cd05-422f-89f8-ec86f00a7577/consumer-protection-accomplishments-final-4-10-jw-lv-002-.pdf
https://www.jec.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/20796f3c-cd05-422f-89f8-ec86f00a7577/consumer-protection-accomplishments-final-4-10-jw-lv-002-.pdf
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/blog/how-we-keep-you-safe-consumer-financial-marketplace/
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monitor, manage, identify, and control any risks to the US financial system posed by nonbank financial 
companies and current or emerging financial products and services.24  

 

Box 2: Title I of the DFA 

 

FSOC makes regulation recommendations to the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 
(FRB) but has no supervisory or regulatory authority.25 

FSOC is chaired by the Secretary of the Treasury, currently Steven Mnuchin, and its voting members are 
the heads of the Federal Reserve, FDIC, OCC, NCUA, SEC, CFTC, FHFA, CFPB, and a member with 
insurance experience appointed by the US President and confirmed by the US Senate.26 

One purpose of FSOC oversight is to designate any nonbank financial institution whose failure could 
pose a risk to financial stability as a Systemically Important Financial Institution (SIFI); i.e. a nonbank 
financial institution that is considered to be ’too big to fail.’27 Under Section 113 of the DFA, FSOC was 
charged with making rules to more clearly define the standards for the SIFI designation. Generally, 
however, the standards remain broad and state that such designation shall be made if the FSOC: 

‘…determines that material financial distress at the nonbank financial company, or the 
nature, scope, size, scale, concentration, interconnectedness, or mix of these activities of the 
nonbank financial company, could pose a threat to the financial stability of the United 
States.’28 

                                                             
24   US Department of the Treasury Financial Stability Oversight Council, ‘About FSOC’, available at 

https://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/fsoc/about/Pages/default.aspx.  
25  See US Department of the Treasury, ‘Financial Stability Oversight Council’, available at 

https://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/fsoc/Documents/Financial%20Stability%20Oversight%20Council.pdf.   
26  See US Department of the Treasury, ‘Financial Stability Oversight Council’, available at 

https://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/fsoc/Documents/Financial%20Stability%20Oversight%20Council.pdf.    
27  See US Department of the Treasury Financial Stability Oversight Council, ‘Nonbank Designations – FAQs’, available at 

https://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/fsoc/designations/Pages/nonbank-faq.aspx#3.  
28  Financial Stability Oversight Council, 'Authority to Require Supervision and Regulation of Certain Nonbank Financial Companies', 77 Fed. 

Reg. 70, (11 April 2012), codified at 12 C.F.R. § 1310 (2012), available at  

Title I of the Dodd-Frank Act defines a ’nonbank financial company’ as a domestic or foreign 
company that is ‘predominantly engaged in financial activities,’ other than bank holding companies 
and certain other types of firms.1 The DFA provides that a company is ‘predominantly engaged’ in 
financial activities if either ‘(A) the annual gross revenues derived by the company and all of its 
subsidiaries from activities that are financial in nature … and, if applicable, from the ownership or 
control of one or more insured depository institutions, represents 85 percent or more of the consolidated 
annual gross revenues of the company; or (B) the consolidated assets of the company and all of its 
subsidiaries related to activities that are financial in nature, … and, if applicable, related to the 
ownership or control of one or more insured depository institutions, represents 85 percent or more of 
the consolidated assets of the company.’2  
 
1  See Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. 111-203, § 102(a)(4), 124 Stat. 1391 (21 July 2010), codified 

at 12 U.S.C. 5311(a)(4). 
2  Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. 111-203, § 102(a)(6), 124 Stat. 1391 (21 July 2010), codified at 

12 U.S.C. 5311(a)(6). See Financial Stability Oversight Council, 'Authority to Require Supervision and Regulation of Certain Nonbank 
Financial Companies,' 77 Fed. Reg. 70, (11 April 2012), codified at 12 C.F.R. § 1310 (2012), available at  
https://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/fsoc/rulemaking/Documents/Authority%20to%20Require%20Supervision%20and%20Regul
ation%20of%20Certain%20Nonbank%20Financial%20Companies.pdf.  

https://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/fsoc/about/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/fsoc/Documents/Financial%20Stability%20Oversight%20Council.pdf
https://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/fsoc/Documents/Financial%20Stability%20Oversight%20Council.pdf
https://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/fsoc/designations/Pages/nonbank-faq.aspx#3
https://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/fsoc/rulemaking/Documents/Authority%20to%20Require%20Supervision%20and%20Regulation%20of%20Certain%20Nonbank%20Financial%20Companies.pdf
https://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/fsoc/rulemaking/Documents/Authority%20to%20Require%20Supervision%20and%20Regulation%20of%20Certain%20Nonbank%20Financial%20Companies.pdf
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Once a determination has been made, the FSOC then recommends that the SIFI be more strictly 
regulated and adhere to prudential standards, enforced by the FRB. Regulatory requirements may 
include more stringent capital requirements, leverage limits, liquidity requirements, concentration 
limits, enhanced public disclosures, short-term debt limits, risk management requirements and the 
need to produce living wills which are plans created for an orderly liquidation.29 

2.1.3 Volcker Rule 
Section 619 of the DFA amended the Bank Holding Company Act to incorporate a new section 13 to 
that Act, which established rules to classify certain activities as commercial banking or investment 
banking. Section 13 is also known as the Volcker Rule. 

 

Box 3: Section 619 of the Dodd-Frank Act 

 

Regulation pertaining to the Volcker Rule is divided among the Federal Reserve, SEC, FDIC, OCC and 
CFTC, who have worked together to create a large cross-section of regulations. They issued a final rule 
implementing the Volcker Rule in December 2013.30 

The Volcker Rule is enforced through a number of regulations and provisions. A key goal of the Rule is 
to ban ‘proprietary trading’ by banking entities by supervising more stringently the trading of short-
term assets. The definition of short-term assets includes assets held by banks for less than 60 days. 
Regardless of their purpose in the bank, assets held for less than 60 days are assumed to be held for 
short term trading purposes and therefore generally prohibited by the Volcker Rule.31 

                                                             

https://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/fsoc/rulemaking/Documents/Authority%20to%20Require%20Supervision%20and%20Regulation
%20of%20Certain%20Nonbank%20Financial%20Companies.pdf.  

29   See Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. 111-203, § 115, 124 Stat. 1403 (21 July 2010), codified at 12 
U.S.C. § 5325. 

30  See ‘Volcker Rule Final Regulations’, OCC Bulletin, 25 March 2014, available at https://www.occ.treas.gov/news-
issuances/bulletins/2014/bulletin-2014-9.html.  

31  See 'The Volcker Rule Prohibition on Proprietary Trading: Considerations for Broker-Dealer Affiliates of Foreign Banking Organizations', 
Morrison Forester Client Alert, 9 January 2014, at p. 1.  

Section 619-13 of the Dodd-Frank Act in general, states banking entities shall not ‘engage in 
propriety trading; or acquire or retain any equity, partnership, or other ownership interest in or sponsor 
a hedge fund or a private equity fund.’1  
 
1  Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. 111-203, § 13(a)(1), 124 Stat. 1620 (21 July 2010), codified at 

12 U.S.C. § 1851(a)(1).  

https://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/fsoc/rulemaking/Documents/Authority%20to%20Require%20Supervision%20and%20Regulation%20of%20Certain%20Nonbank%20Financial%20Companies.pdf
https://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/fsoc/rulemaking/Documents/Authority%20to%20Require%20Supervision%20and%20Regulation%20of%20Certain%20Nonbank%20Financial%20Companies.pdf
https://www.occ.treas.gov/news-issuances/bulletins/2014/bulletin-2014-9.html
https://www.occ.treas.gov/news-issuances/bulletins/2014/bulletin-2014-9.html
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Figure 1:  Summary of Final Instruments Subject to Proprietary Trading Restrictions 

Source: ‘Volcker Rule: U.S. Agencies Approve Final Volcker Rule, Detailing Prohibitions and Compliance Regimes Applicable to 
Banking Entities Worldwide,’ Sullivan & Cromwell LLP, 27 January 2014, at p. 20, available at 
https://www.sullcrom.com/siteFiles/Publications/SC_Publication_Volcker_Rule.pdf.  

 

The Volcker Rule also focuses on precluding FDIC-insured depository banks ‘From investing in, 
sponsoring, or having certain relationships with hedge funds or private equity funds.’32 As such, bank 
relationships with ’covered funds,’ hedge funds and private equity funds, are restricted. Essentially the 
goal is to prevent banks from making investments ‘completely divorced from serving the needs of their 
customers’ and prevent investments that ‘inappropriately provide support’ to investors in the various 
covered funds.33 

Finally, restrictions on foreign banks’ trading practices in the US are also a key part of the Volcker Rule. 
Specifically, the Rule prohibits proprietary trading with banking entities in the US and focuses more on 
the ’location of the banking entity that is taking the principal risk and less on the location of each 
mechanical step in the execution of transactions.’34 However, trades would be in violation of the Volcker 
Rule if the foreign bank is trading with a foreign entity’s US offices.35 

                                                             
32  ‘Dodd-Frank at the Six-Month Milestone A Work in Progress’, PwC Regulatory, March 2011, at p. 9. 
33  ‘Volcker Rule: U.S. Agencies Approve Final Volcker Rule, Detailing Prohibitions and Compliance Regimes Applicable to Banking Entities 

Worldwide’, Sullivan & Cromwell LLP, 27 January 2014, at p. 3, available at 
https://www.sullcrom.com/siteFiles/Publications/SC_Publication_Volcker_Rule.pdf.  

34  ‘Volcker Rule: U.S. Agencies Approve Final Volcker Rule, Detailing Prohibitions and Compliance Regimes Applicable to Banking Entities 
Worldwide’, Sullivan & Cromwell LLP, 27 January 2014, at p. 59, available at 
https://www.sullcrom.com/siteFiles/Publications/SC_Publication_Volcker_Rule.pdf. 

35  ‘Volcker Rule: U.S. Agencies Approve Final Volcker Rule, Detailing Prohibitions and Compliance Regimes Applicable to Banking Entities 
Worldwide’, Sullivan & Cromwell LLP, 27 January 2014, at p. 59, available at 
https://www.sullcrom.com/siteFiles/Publications/SC_Publication_Volcker_Rule.pdf. 

https://www.sullcrom.com/siteFiles/Publications/SC_Publication_Volcker_Rule.pdf
https://www.sullcrom.com/siteFiles/Publications/SC_Publication_Volcker_Rule.pdf
https://www.sullcrom.com/siteFiles/Publications/SC_Publication_Volcker_Rule.pdf
https://www.sullcrom.com/siteFiles/Publications/SC_Publication_Volcker_Rule.pdf
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2.1.4 Stress Tests 
The DFA establishes various stress test requirements to be fulfilled by the FRB and also certain nonbank 
financial institutions and bank holding companies that are supervised by the FRB under enhanced 
supervision and prudential standards (referred to in the Act as the ‘Companies’).36 

 

Box 4: Dodd-Frank Stress Tests per Section 165 

 

Section 165(i)(1) regulates the FRB’s and the primary financial regulatory agency’s (see Figure 4) 
responsibilities for nonbank financial institutions overseen by the FRB and bank holding companies 
with assets of USD 50 billion or more (covered companies).37 This section requires annual stress tests to 
evaluate if the covered companies have the capital necessary to absorb losses during adverse 
economic conditions. The testing parameters laid out include three scenarios: baseline, adverse, and 
severely adverse. The baseline scenario is a general economic forecast under normal market conditions, 
whereas the adverse and severely adverse scenarios are applied to assess the strength and resilience 
of banking institutions under hypothetical stress scenarios.38 These scenarios are applied to banks’ 
books to project the ‘firm’s balance sheet, risk-weighted assets, net income, and resulting post-stress 
capital levels and regulatory capital ratios under each scenario.’39 

                                                             
36  See Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. 111-203, § 165, 124 Stat. 1430 (21 July 2010), codified at 12 

U.S.C. § 5365. 
37  See Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. 111-203, § 165, 124 Stat. 1430 (21 July 2010), codified at 12 

U.S.C. § 5365. 
38  See Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, ‘Supervisory Scenarios for Annual Stress Tests Required under the Dodd-Frank Act 

Stress Testing Rules and the Capital Plan Rule’, February 2018, available at  
https://www.federalreserve.gov/supervisionreg/files/bcreg20180201a1.pdf.   

39  Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 'Enhanced Prudential Standards (Regulation YY)', 82 Fed. Reg. 37 (15 December 2017), 
to be codified at 12 C.F.R. § 252, available at https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2017/12/15/2017-26858/policy-statement-on-
the-scenario-design-framework-for-stress-testing.  

Section 165 of the Dodd-Frank act below sets out the stress tests used: 
‘SEC. 165. ENHANCED SUPERVISION AND PRUDENTIAL STANDARDS FOR NONBANK FINANCIAL 
COMPANIES SUPERVISED BY THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS AND CERTAIN BANK HOLDING COMPANIES.’  
(a) IN GENERAL.—  
(1) PURPOSE.—In order to prevent or mitigate risks to the financial stability of the United States that 
could arise from the material financial distress or failure, or ongoing activities, of large, interconnected 
financial institutions, the Board of Governors shall, on its own or pursuant to recommendations by the 
Council under section 115, establish prudential standards for nonbank financial companies supervised 
by the Board of Governors and bank holding companies with total consolidated assets equal to or 
greater than [USD] 50 [billion] that— (A) are more stringent than the standards and requirements 
applicable to nonbank financial companies and bank holding companies that do not present similar 
risks to the financial stability of the United States; and (B) increase in stringency, based on the 
considerations identified in subsection (b)(3).’1  
 
1  See Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. 111-203, § 165(a)(1), 124 Stat. 1423 (21 July 2010), codified at 12 

U.S.C. § 5365(a)(1).  

https://www.federalreserve.gov/supervisionreg/files/bcreg20180201a1.pdf
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2017/12/15/2017-26858/policy-statement-on-the-scenario-design-framework-for-stress-testing
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2017/12/15/2017-26858/policy-statement-on-the-scenario-design-framework-for-stress-testing
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The FRB also has the authority to develop and apply additional testing to assist in ensuring US financial 
stability. Covered companies are required to update their resolution plans (living wills) as deemed 
necessary by the FRB and to publish summaries of their testing results.40 

Section 165(i)(2) outlines the requirements of the covered companies to conduct semi-annual stress 
tests. ‘In addition, savings and loan holding companies, state member banks with greater than [USD] 10 
billion in total consolidated assets, and bank holding companies with assets of more than [USD] 10 billion 
but less than [USD] 50 billion are required to conduct annual company-run stress tests.’41 The results of 
these stress tests must be summarized and submitted to the FRB. 

The Act requires that the FRB, together with the primary regulatory financial agencies and Federal 
Insurance Office, define ‘stress test,’ establish the methodologies the companies will use to conduct the 
three scenarios, and establish the form and substance of the required summary reports.42  

The resultant stress tests include the Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review (CCAR), which was 
built from the early 2009 framework for the Supervisory Capital Assessment Program (SCAP) as part 
of the initiative to stabilize the US financial system after the 2008 financial crisis. While SCAP was 
focused on the supervisory stress test results of large bank holding companies (companies with USD 
50 billion or more in assets), CCAR has a broader objective.43 CCAR incorporates not only quantitative 
analysis, but qualitative reviews of the company processes. Testing is performed annually to 
ascertain if large, complex bank holding companies have sufficient capital planning processes, 
including risk management, internal controls, and planned capital distributions, to withstand 
economic and financial stress and to ensure they have robust, forward-looking capital-planning 
processes that account for their unique risks.44 CCAR specifically applies to large, complex bank holding 
companies and US intermediate holding companies which are subsidiaries of foreign banking 
organizations with assets of USD 50 billion or more.45 

In November 2010 the Federal Reserve issued CCAR guidelines to provide a common approach to 
testing the large bank holding companies and foreign subsidiaries. Under these guidelines, the FRB 
evaluated five supervisory areas of capital assessment and planning processes: capital distribution 
policy; plans to repay any government investment; a bank’s ability to absorb losses under several 
scenarios; and plans for addressing the expected impact of Basel III46 and other aspects of the DFA.47 

                                                             
40  See Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. 111-203, § 165(i)(1), 124 Stat. 1430 (21 July 2010), codified at 12 

U.S.C. § 5365(i)(1). 
41  Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 'Enhanced Prudential Standards (Regulation YY)', 82 Fed. Reg. 37 (15 December 2017), 

to be codified at 12 C.F.R. § 252, available at https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2017/12/15/2017-26858/policy-statement-on-
the-scenario-design-framework-for-stress-testing. 

42  See Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. 111-203, § 165(i)(1)-(2), 124 Stat. 1430 (21 July 2010), codified 
at 12 U.S.C. § 5365(i)(1)-(2). 

43  See Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 'Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review: Objectives and Overview', 18 March 
2011, available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/files/bcreg20110318a1.pdf.   

44  See Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 'Stress Tests and Capital Planning', 7 March 2017, available at 
https://www.federalreserve.gov/supervisionreg/stress-tests-capital-planning.htm. See also Bassett, William, and Berrospide, Jose, 'The 
Impact of Stress Tests of Bank Lending,' Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Working Paper, 2017. 

45  See Bassett, William, and Berrospide, Jose, 'The Impact of Stress Tests of Bank Lending', Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 
Working Paper, 2017. 

46  ‘Basel III is a comprehensive set of reform measures, developed by the BCBS, to strengthen the regulation, supervision, and risk management of 
the banking sector. The measures include both liquidity and capital reforms.’ Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 'Basel 
Regulatory Framework', available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/supervisionreg/basel/basel-default.htm.   

47  See Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 'Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review: Objectives and Overview', 18 March 
2011, available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/files/bcreg20110318a1.pdf.  

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2017/12/15/2017-26858/policy-statement-on-the-scenario-design-framework-for-stress-testing
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2017/12/15/2017-26858/policy-statement-on-the-scenario-design-framework-for-stress-testing
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/files/bcreg20110318a1.pdf
https://www.federalreserve.gov/supervisionreg/stress-tests-capital-planning.htm
https://www.federalreserve.gov/supervisionreg/basel/basel-default.htm
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/files/bcreg20110318a1.pdf
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The Dodd-Frank Act Stress Tests (DFAST) are similar to CCAR, but DFAST has a more quantitatively-
focused scope in that the main outcomes are the stress tests results themselves.48 It is a forward-looking 
component of stress testing to assess whether covered companies have sufficient capital to absorb 
losses and support operations during adverse economic conditions. DFAST consists of exercises 
designed to estimate losses, revenues, allowance for loan losses, and capital needs under economic 
and financial market scenarios released each year by the FDIC.49 CCAR and DFAST testing requirements 
apply to national banks and federal savings associations with more than USD 10 billion of total assets.50 

While the CCAR and DFAST stress tests operate under similar processes and exercises, they are both 
distinct processes. A statement from the Federal Reserve notes that ’[t]he Federal Reserve coordinates 
these processes to reduce duplicative requirements and to minimize regulatory burden.’51 

The FRB and any other appropriate primary financial regulatory agencies also intend to implement 
liquidity stress tests. While these are still at an incipient stage, they are of great concern to the industry. 
These liquidity tests will apply to covered companies, i.e. ‘nonbank financial companies supervised by the 
Board of Governors and bank holding companies with total consolidated assets equal to or greater than 
[USD 50 billion].’52 

2.1.5 Foreign Banking Organization Supervision 

A Foreign Banking Organization (FBO) is defined under the International Banking Act of 1978 as:  

1)  a company that ‘(a) operates a branch, agency, or commercial lending company subsidiary in the 
United States, (b) controls a bank in the United States; or (c) controls an Edge corporation53 acquired 
after March 5, 1987, and 

2)  any company of which the foreign bank is a subsidiary.’54 

The Federal Reserve, along with other state and federal supervisory authorities, oversees FBO 
supervision in the US and is also responsible for ‘approving, reviewing, and monitoring their US 
nonbanking activities.’55 

The integration of FBOs within the US financial markets grew significantly in the 15 years preceding the 
financial crisis. According to Daniel Tarullo, member of the FRB, ‘[t]he financial crisis exposed, in painful 
and dramatic fashion, the shortcomings of existing regulatory and supervisory regimes. In both the United 

                                                             
48  See Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 'Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review: Objectives and Overview', 18 March 

2011, available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/files/bcreg20110318a1.pdf.  
49  See Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 'Stress Tests and Capital Planning', 7 March 2017, available at  

https://www.federalreserve.gov/supervisionreg/stress-tests-capital-planning.htm.  
50  See Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, Tools and Forms for ‘Dodd-Frank Act Stress Test (Company-Run)’, available at  

https://www.occ.treas.gov/tools-forms/forms/bank-operations/stress-test-reporting.html.  
51  Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 'Stress Tests and Capital Planning', 7 March 2017, available at  

https://www.federalreserve.gov/supervisionreg/stress-tests-capital-planning.htm.   
52  Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. 111-203, § 165(a)(1), 124 Stat. 1423 (21 July 2010), codified at 12 

U.S.C. § 5365(a)(1). 
53  Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 'Guide to the Federal Reserve's Payment System Risk Policy on Intraday Credit', 12 July 

2012, available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/paymentsystems/files/psr_guide.pdf. ‘Edge’ corporations, also known as ‘Edge Act’ 
corporations, are entities chartered by the Federal Reserve Board under the Federal Reserve Act to engage in international banking and 
finance. Edge corporations can be organized by domestic and foreign banking organizations. See also Amendments to the Federal 
Reserve Act, Pub. L. 66-106, 41 Stat. 378-384 §§ 25(a) (24 December 1919), codified at 12 U.S.C. §§ 621-631. 

54  Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 'Foreign Banking Organization Supervision', available at  
https://www.federalreserve.gov/supervisionreg/topics/fbo_supervision.htm.   

55  Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 'Foreign Banking Organization Supervision', available at  
https://www.federalreserve.gov/supervisionreg/topics/fbo_supervision.htm. 

https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/files/bcreg20110318a1.pdf
https://www.federalreserve.gov/supervisionreg/stress-tests-capital-planning.htm
https://www.occ.treas.gov/tools-forms/forms/bank-operations/stress-test-reporting.html
https://www.federalreserve.gov/supervisionreg/stress-tests-capital-planning.htm
https://www.federalreserve.gov/paymentsystems/files/psr_guide.pdf
https://www.federalreserve.gov/supervisionreg/topics/fbo_supervision.htm
https://www.federalreserve.gov/supervisionreg/topics/fbo_supervision.htm
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States and the European Union (EU), the crisis also revealed some particular vulnerabilities created by 
foreign banking operations.‘56 

In 1974, the assets of the three largest banks comprised less than three and a half percent of the global 
GDP. By 2007, ‘the largest bank in the world at that time, Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS), had assets 
equivalent to about 6.8 percent of global GDP, nearly twice the comparable figure for the three largest banks 
combined in 1974. Adding the assets of Deutsche Bank and BNP Paribas--the second and third largest banks 
in 2007--to those of RBS, the three had combined assets equal to about 17 percent of global GDP…. Not only 
did the size of the largest banks change dramatically, so, too, did their scope, reflecting the overall 
integration of capital market and traditional lending activities that accelerated in the decade and a half 
preceding the crisis.’ 57  

 

Figure 2:  Assets of Top 3 and Top 10 Global Banks as Percent of Global GDP 

 
Source: Tarullo, Daniel K. 'Regulating Large Foreign Banking Organizations,' Speech to the Harvard Law School Symposium on 
Building the Financial System of the Twenty-first Century: An Agenda for Europe and the United States, Armonk, New York, 
27 March 2014, available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/tarullo20140327a.htm.  

 

The DFA included provisions under Section 165 to increase regulation of FBOs and charged the Federal 
Reserve with the development of rulemaking and implementation in an attempt to avoid the potential 
impact of their significant presence in the US financial markets. 

2.1.6 Snapshot of Federal Regulation under the Dodd-Frank Act 
The table below lists the US financial regulatory agencies and the institutions they currently regulate 
based on DFA provisions. 

                                                             
56  See Tarullo, Daniel K. 'Regulating Large Foreign Banking Organizations', Speech to the Harvard Law School Symposium on Building the 

Financial System of the Twenty-first Century: An Agenda for Europe and the United States, Armonk, New York, 27 March 2014, available 
at https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/tarullo20140327a.htm.  

57  See Tarullo, Daniel K. 'Regulating Large Foreign Banking Organizations', Speech to the Harvard Law School Symposium on Building the 
Financial System of the Twenty-first Century: An Agenda for Europe and the United States, Armonk, New York, 27 March 2014, available 
at https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/tarullo20140327a.htm. 

https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/tarullo20140327a.htm
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/tarullo20140327a.htm
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/tarullo20140327a.htm
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Table 2:  Federal financial regulators and who they regulate 

Regulatory Agency Institutions Regulated 

Federal Reserve 

Bank holding companies and certain subsidiaries, financial holding 
companies, securities holding companies, savings and loan holding 
companies, and any firm designated as systemically significant by the 
FSOC. 

State banks that are members of the Federal Reserve System, US branches 
of foreign banks, and foreign branches of US banks. 

Payment, clearing, and settlement systems designated as systemically 
significant by the FSOC, unless regulated by SEC or 

CFTC. 

Office of the Comptroller of the 
Currency (OCC) 

National banks, federally chartered thrift institutions. 

Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation (FDIC) 

Federally insured depository institutions, including state banks and thrifts 
that are not members of the Federal Reserve System. 

National Credit Union 
Administration (NCUA) 

Federally chartered or insured credit unions. 

Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) 

Securities exchanges, brokers, and dealers; clearing agencies; mutual 
funds; investment advisers (including hedge funds with assets over USD 
150 million). 

Nationally recognized statistical rating organizations. 

Security-based swap (SBS) dealers, major SBS participants, and SBS 
execution facilities. 

Corporations selling securities to the public must register and make 
financial disclosures. 

Commodity Futures and 
Trading Commission (CFTC) 

Futures exchanges, brokers, commodity pool operators, and commodity 
trading advisors. 

Swap dealers, major swap participants, and swap execution facilities. 

Federal Housing Finance 
Agency (FHFA) 

Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and the Federal Home Loan Banks. 

Bureau of Consumer Financial 
Protection (CFPB) 

Nonbank mortgage-related firms, private student lenders, payday lenders, 
and larger ‘consumer financial entities’ to be determined by the Bureau.  

Consumer businesses of banks with over USD 10 billion in assets. 

Does not supervise insurers, SEC and CFTC registrants, auto dealers, sellers 
of nonfinancial goods, real estate brokers and agents, and banks with 
assets less than USD 10 billion. 

Source: 'The Congressional Research Service (CRS), with information drawn from agency websites, and financial regulatory 
legislation,' Murphy, Edward V. 'Who Regulates Whom and How? An Overview of U.S. Financial Regulatory Policy for Banking 
Securities Markets', Congressional Research Service, 30 January 2015, at Table 3. 
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2.1.7 Current Expected Credit Losses (CECL) 
Both the CCAR’s adverse and severely adverse scenarios include loss rates applicable to credit valuation 
adjustments. Those loss rates are the parameters that will soon be reported under the CECL framework. 
In June 2016, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) released Accounting Standards Update 
No 2016-13, Topic 326, Financial Instruments – Credit Losses. This update provided the methodology for 
calculating CECL allowances for credit losses.  

The big difference from prior policy arises because losses previously were not fully recognized until the 
loss was probable and/or actually incurred. CECL, therefore, allows the fair value of credit losses to be 
recognized in a forward looking and timely manner versus during a global economic crisis when the 
allowances were considered ‘too little, too late.’58 

CECL applies to all banks, savings associations, credit unions, and financial institution holding 
companies, regardless of size, that are required to follow US Generally Accepted Accounting Principles 
(US GAAP) and applies to any financial instruments recorded at amortized cost or off-balance sheet 
credit exposures. Trading assets, loans held for sale, financial assets with a fair value election, or loans 
and receivables under common control are not applicable under this update.59 

2.2 Implementation 
As of 19 July 2017, seven years after the enactment of the DFA, only 280 of 390 rulemaking 
requirements – just over 71 percent – were completed.60 Rules have been proposed to meet an 
additional 30 rulemaking requirements, although those are not yet enacted. No rules had yet been 
proposed for the remaining 80 rulemaking requirements – so that roughly 20 percent of the total 
requirements remain unfulfilled.61 

 

                                                             
58  Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 'Frequently Asked Questions on the New Accounting Standard on Financial 

Instruments - Credit Losses', available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/supervisionreg/topics/faq-new-accounting-standards-on-
financial-instruments-credit-losses.htm.  

59  See FASB, 'Accounting Standards Update No. 2016-13: Financial Instruments - Credit Losses (Topic 326)', June 2016, available at 
https://www.fasb.org/jsp/FASB/Document_C/DocumentPage?cid=1176168232528&acceptedDisclaimer=true.  

60  Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP has put out Dodd-Frank Progress Reports since 2011. As of the July 2017 report there is uncertainty in the 
continuation of putting out these types of reports. See Nazareth, Annette L. et al., 'Dodd-Frank's Seventh Anniversary', Davis Polk & Wardell 
LLP, 19 July 2017, available at https://www.finregreform.com/single-post/2017/07/19/dodd-franks-seventh-anniversary/.  

61  Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP has put out Dodd-Frank Progress Reports since 2011. As of the July 2017 report there is uncertainty in the 
continuation of putting out these types of reports. See Nazareth, Annette L. et al., 'Dodd-Frank's Seventh Anniversary', Davis Polk & Wardell 
LLP, 19 July 2017, available at https://www.finregreform.com/single-post/2017/07/19/dodd-franks-seventh-anniversary/.  

https://www.federalreserve.gov/supervisionreg/topics/faq-new-accounting-standards-on-financial-instruments-credit-losses.htm
https://www.federalreserve.gov/supervisionreg/topics/faq-new-accounting-standards-on-financial-instruments-credit-losses.htm
https://www.fasb.org/jsp/FASB/Document_C/DocumentPage?cid=1176168232528&acceptedDisclaimer=true
https://www.finregreform.com/single-post/2017/07/19/dodd-franks-seventh-anniversary/
https://www.finregreform.com/single-post/2017/07/19/dodd-franks-seventh-anniversary/
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Figure 3:  Dodd Frank Rulemaking Progress, as of 19 July 2017 

 
Source: Nazareth, Annette L. et al., 'Dodd-Frank's Seventh Anniversary,' Davis Polk & Wardell LLP, 19 July 2017, available at 
https://www.finregreform.com/single-post/2017/07/19/dodd-franks-seventh-anniversary/.  

 

For many of the rules that have been finalized, implementation has been difficult due to ambiguities 
and practical limitations. Described below is a brief discussion related to the attempted 
implementation of the key DFA provisions discussed previously and the current regulatory rollback 
efforts. 

2.2.1 CFPB developments since enactment 
The CFPB was established ‘to create a single point of accountability in the federal government for consumer 
financial protection.’62 To do this, the CFPB consolidated the consumer financial protection authority 
that was previously distributed among seven federal agencies: The FRB, OCC/OTS, FDIC, NCUA, FTC, 
and HUD.63 

The CFPB also sought to consolidate certain regulations: ‘In December 2011, the CFPB moved to transfer 
or republish a number of consumer financial protection regulations from other federal agencies.’64 Several 
regulations were transferred and became effective in December 2011. This was followed by the recess 
appointment of Richard Cordray as Director of the CFPB in January 2012. 65   

                                                             
62  Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, ‘Consumer Financial Protection Bureau Strategic Plan FY 2013 – FY 2017’, April 2013, available at 

https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/budget-strategy/strategic-plan/.   
63  See Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, ‘Consumer Financial Protection Bureau Strategic Plan FY 2013 – FY 2017,’ April 2013, available 

at https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/budget-strategy/strategic-plan/. See also, Bianco, Katalina M., ‘Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau: Evolution of a New Agency with Emerging Regulatory Framework’, Wolters Kluwer Law and Business, 13 March 2012, 
available at http://news.wolterskluwerlb.com/media/CFPB-White-Paper.pdf.   

64  Bianco, Katalina M., ‘Consumer Financial Protection Bureau: Evolution of a New Agency with Emerging Regulatory Framework’, Wolters 
Kluwer Law and Business, 13 March 2012, at p. 3, available at http://news.wolterskluwerlb.com/media/CFPB-White-Paper.pdf.  

65  See Hogue, Henry B., ‘Recess Appointments: Frequently Asked Questions’, Congressional Research Service, 11 March 2015, available at 
https://www.everycrsreport.com/files/20120109_RS21308_1a827425b6bda882e047134296d30c02a368974f.pdf.  

https://www.finregreform.com/single-post/2017/07/19/dodd-franks-seventh-anniversary/
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/budget-strategy/strategic-plan/
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/budget-strategy/strategic-plan/
http://news.wolterskluwerlb.com/media/CFPB-White-Paper.pdf
http://news.wolterskluwerlb.com/media/CFPB-White-Paper.pdf
https://www.everycrsreport.com/files/20120109_RS21308_1a827425b6bda882e047134296d30c02a368974f.pdf
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Box 5: Recess Appointments 

 

Shortly after Director Cordray’s appointment, the CFPB began its rulemaking activities by establishing 
protections for consumers making international fund transfers.66 

An area of initial focus in the CFPB’s rulemaking activities was the mortgage industry. In 2013, the CFPB 
implemented the Qualified Mortgage Rule, which established new standards for mortgages, effectively 
eliminating the use of so-called low-doc or no-doc loans and preventing lenders from basing ability-
to-pay decisions on teaser rates.67 

In 2015, the CFPB implemented rules to integrate two standard forms provided to borrowers upon 
taking out a loan (TILA-RESPA Integrated Disclosure, or TRID) and added new reporting requirements 
and clarified existing requirements under the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act.68 Although the CFPB 
implemented rules in other areas such as credit card protections for consumers, rules pertaining to 
many other areas of consumer finance such as payday lending, auto loans, bank overdraft fees, and 
others had not been finalized prior to the appointment of a new director by the current 
administration.69 

The CFPB performs its supervisory work by conducting examinations of financial firms such as 
mortgage companies, private education lenders, payday lenders, larger debt collectors, and consumer 
reporting companies.70 The CFPB expressed its intention to examine nonbanks using similar reports, 
document reviews, and on-site inspections that it requires of banks.71 To the extent possible, the CFPB 
seeks to apply consistent standards to the supervision and examinations of all financial institutions with 

                                                             
66  See Bianco, Katalina M., ‘Consumer Financial Protection Bureau: Evolution of a New Agency with Emerging Regulatory Framework’, 

Wolters Kluwer Law and Business, 13 March 2012, available at http://news.wolterskluwerlb.com/media/CFPB-White-Paper.pdf.  
67  See Witkowski, Rachel and Adler, Joe, ‘Cheat Sheet: What the CFPB’s Qualified Mortgage Rule Means to Lenders’, American Banker, 

10 January 2013, available at https://www.americanbanker.com/news/cheat-sheet-what-the-cfpbs-qualified-mortgage-rule-means-to-
lenders. 

68  See Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, 'Home Mortgage Disclosure (Regulation C),' 80 Fed. Reg. 208 (28 October 2015), at p. 66128, 
codified at 12 C.F.R. § 1003 (2015), available at https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2015/10/28/2015-26607/home-mortgage-
disclosure-regulation-c. See also Salisbury, Ian, ‘The CFPB Turns 5 Today. Here’s What It’s Done (and What It Hasn’t)’, Money Magazine, 21 
July 2016, http://time.com/money/4412754/cfpb-5-year-anniversary-accomplishments/.  

69   Berry, Kate, ‘How a new CFPB head may revamp rules, enforcement’, American Banker, 16 November 2017, available at  
https://www.americanbanker.com/list/how-a-new-cfpb-head-may-revamp-rules-enforcement.  
Salisbury, Ian, ‘The CFPB Turns 5 Today. Here’s What It’s Done (and What It Hasn’t)’, Money Magazine, 21 July 2016,  
http://time.com/money/4412754/cfpb-5-year-anniversary-accomplishments/. 

70  Dangelo, Chris, ‘How we Keep You Safe in the Consumer Financial Marketplace’, CFPB Blog, 2 June 2017, available at  
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/blog/how-we-keep-you-safe-consumer-financial-marketplace/.   

71  See Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, 'Consumer Financial Protection Bureau Strategic Plan FY 2013 - FY 2017', April 2013, available 
at https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/budget-strategy/strategic-plan/. See also, Bianco, Katalina M., ‘Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau: Evolution of a New Agency with Emerging Regulatory Framework’, Wolters Kluwer Law and Business, 13 March 2012, 
available at http://news.wolterskluwerlb.com/media/CFPB-White-Paper.pdf.  

‘Under the Constitution (Article II, §2, clause 2), the President and the Senate share the power to make 
appointments to high-level policy-making positions in federal departments, agencies, boards, and 
commissions. Generally, the President nominates individuals to these positions, and the Senate must 
confirm them before he can appoint them to office. The Constitution also provides an exception to this 
process. When the Senate is in recess, the President may make a temporary appointment, called a recess 
appointment, to any such position without Senate approval (Article II, §2, clause 3).’1 
 
1  Hogue, Henry B., ‘Recess Appointments: Frequently Asked Questions’, Congressional Research Service, 11 March 2015, available at 

https://www.everycrsreport.com/files/20120109_RS21308_1a827425b6bda882e047134296d30c02a368974f.pdf. 

http://news.wolterskluwerlb.com/media/CFPB-White-Paper.pdf
https://www.americanbanker.com/news/cheat-sheet-what-the-cfpbs-qualified-mortgage-rule-means-to-lenders
https://www.americanbanker.com/news/cheat-sheet-what-the-cfpbs-qualified-mortgage-rule-means-to-lenders
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2015/10/28/2015-26607/home-mortgage-disclosure-regulation-c
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2015/10/28/2015-26607/home-mortgage-disclosure-regulation-c
http://time.com/money/4412754/cfpb-5-year-anniversary-accomplishments/
https://www.americanbanker.com/list/how-a-new-cfpb-head-may-revamp-rules-enforcement
http://time.com/money/4412754/cfpb-5-year-anniversary-accomplishments/
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/blog/how-we-keep-you-safe-consumer-financial-marketplace/
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/budget-strategy/strategic-plan/
http://news.wolterskluwerlb.com/media/CFPB-White-Paper.pdf
https://www.everycrsreport.com/files/20120109_RS21308_1a827425b6bda882e047134296d30c02a368974f.pdf
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an emphasis on detecting, preventing, and correcting practices that pose significant risk of causing 
consumer harm.72 

The CFPB reports the number of supervisory activities it performs each year. In some cases, 
examinations conducted under regular supervisory activities cause the CFPB to consider opening an 
enforcement investigation.73 The DFA endowed the CFPB with sweeping enforcement powers, 
including the ability to conduct investigations, hold hearings, and initiate litigation.74 In 2016, the CFPB 
estimated that roughly 10 percent of examinations resulted in an enforcement investigation.75 

The CFPB has brought enforcement actions against multiple banks including Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., 
for account fraud, Citi Bank, N.A. for failures that harmed student loan borrowers, and payday loan 
lenders.76 

According to the CFPB, since 2011 it has ordered almost USD 12 billion be returned to 29 million 
consumers and imposed about USD 600 million in civil penalties, most of which is attributable to its 
public enforcement actions.77 The CFPB’s enforcement actions, however, did not come without 
criticism. Some observers argued, ‘that the agency’s big enforcement actions amount to a bureaucratic 
end-run around the formal rule-making process—in effect, an unauthorized extension of the agency’s reach 
that can’t be fought via the usual political channels.’78 

In April 2013, the CFPB published its strategic plan for the fiscal years 2013 to 2017 that laid out its goals 
and desired outcomes, including the establishment and maintenance of an effective regulatory 
environment over the consumer financial marketplace.79 In subsequent years, the CFPB measured its 
progress against the very broad goals laid out in this plan: 

• ‘Prevent financial harm to consumers while promoting good practices that benefit them; 

• Empower consumers to live better financial lives; 

• Inform the public, policy makers, and the CFPB’s own policy making with data-driven analysis of 
consumer finance markets and consumer behaviour; and 

• Advance the CFPB’s performance by maximizing resource productivity and enhancing impact.’80 

                                                             
72  See Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, ‘Supervisory Highlights: Fall 2012’, available at  

https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201210_cfpb_supervisory-highlights-fall-2012.pdf.    
73  Dangelo, Chris, ‘How we Keep You Safe in the Consumer Financial Marketplace’, CFPB Blog, 2 June 2017, available at  

https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/blog/how-we-keep-you-safe-consumer-financial-marketplace/.  
74  See Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, 'Consumer Financial Protection Bureau Strategic Plan FY 2013 - FY 2017', April 2013, available 

at https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/budget-strategy/strategic-plan/. See also Bianco, Katalina M., ‘Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau: Evolution of a New Agency with Emerging Regulatory Framework,’ Wolters Kluwer Law and Business, 13 March 2012, 
available at http://news.wolterskluwerlb.com/media/CFPB-White-Paper.pdf.  

75  Dangelo, Chris, ‘How we Keep You Safe in the Consumer Financial Marketplace’, CFPB Blog, 2 June 2017, available at  
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/blog/how-we-keep-you-safe-consumer-financial-marketplace/.  

76  See Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, ‘Enforcement Actions’, available at https://www.consumerfinance.gov/policy-
compliance/enforcement/actions/.   

77  See Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, ‘Enforcement Actions’, available at https://www.consumerfinance.gov/policy-
compliance/enforcement/actions/.  

78  Salisbury, Ian, ‘The CFPB Turns 5 Today. Here’s What It’s Done (and What It Hasn’t)’, Money Magazine, 21 July 2016, available at  
http://time.com/money/4412754/cfpb-5-year-anniversary-accomplishments/. 

79  See Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, 'Consumer Financial Protection Bureau Strategic Plan FY 2013 - FY 2017', April 2013, available 
at https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/budget-strategy/strategic-plan/.   

80  Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, 'The CFPB Strategic Plan, Budget, and Performance Plan and Report', May 2017, available at 
https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/201705_cfpb_report_strategic-plan-budget-and-performance-plan_FY2017.pdf.   

https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201210_cfpb_supervisory-highlights-fall-2012.pdf
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/blog/how-we-keep-you-safe-consumer-financial-marketplace/
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/budget-strategy/strategic-plan/
http://news.wolterskluwerlb.com/media/CFPB-White-Paper.pdf
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/blog/how-we-keep-you-safe-consumer-financial-marketplace/
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/policy-compliance/enforcement/actions/
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/policy-compliance/enforcement/actions/
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/policy-compliance/enforcement/actions/
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/policy-compliance/enforcement/actions/
http://time.com/money/4412754/cfpb-5-year-anniversary-accomplishments/
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/budget-strategy/strategic-plan/
https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/201705_cfpb_report_strategic-plan-budget-and-performance-plan_FY2017.pdf
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The recent change in leadership of the CFPB under the Trump administration has had an impact on the 
organization and resulted in a re-examination of the CFPB’s strategic goals.81 Many consider the CFPB’s 
rulemaking progress and enforcement activities as stalled under the current leadership. 

Others view the pause as a welcome respite to reform the institution and clarify its enforcement goals 
and powers. Recently proposed bipartisan legislation, known as the Give Useful Information to 
Define Effective Compliance Act or GUIDE Act, introduced on 17 April 2018, sets out specific tasks for 
the CFPB including: 

• Mandates that the CFPB’s director issue ‘guidance’ that is necessary or appropriate to carry out the 
purpose of the laws it is responsible for, including facilitating compliance; 

• Defines ‘guidance’ to include a range of written issuances from interpretative and legislative rules, to 
bulletins, and frequently asked questions; 

• Requires the Bureau to publish in the Federal Register, within one year of enactment, the definitions, 
criteria, timelines, and process for issuing Bureau guidance (final rules would have an 18-month 
requirement to do the same); 

• Prohibits liability for reliance in good faith on guidance from the Bureau or any predecessor agency that 
was in effect at the time of such act or omission; 

• Requires the Bureau to establish a process and timeframes for requests for guidance, including time 
limits to provide answers in response to requests for guidance; 

• Requires the Bureau to create a process for amending or revoking guidance, including a process for 
public notice and comment; and 

• Requires the Bureau to develop guidelines for determining the size of any civil money penalties and 
publish these guidelines in the Federal Register within 18 months of enactment.82 

With such a shifting strategy and an uncertain future, the CFPB continues to struggle for a well-defined, 
cohesive purpose. 

2.2.2 SIFI Implementation 
In April 2012, the FSOC issued its final rule, ‘Authority to Require Supervision and Regulation of Certain 
Nonbank Financial Companies,’ which provides its ‘Three-Stage Process for Evaluating Nonbank Financial 
Companies.’83 In Stage 1, the FSOC would perform an initial evaluation of nonbank financial companies 
by applying six thresholds to identify companies that would require additional review. Those 
thresholds are as follows: 

• ‘[USD] 50 billion in total consolidated assets; [and any one of the remaining thresholds:] 

                                                             
81  See Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, ‘Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection Strategic Plan FY 2018 – FY 2022’, 12 February 2018, 

avaiable at https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/budget-strategy/strategic-plan/.  
82  Mont, Joe, ‘GUIDE Act targets CFPB’s rulemaking transparency’, Compliance Week, 25 April 2018, available at  

https://www.complianceweek.com/blogs/the-filing-cabinet/guide-compliance-act-targets-cfpbs-rulemaking-
transparency#.W9OyZ9NKiHs.  
See Financial Stability Oversight Council, 'Authority to Require Supervision and Regulation of Certain Nonbank Financial Companies', 77 
Fed. Reg. 70, (11 April 2012), codified at 12 C.F.R. § 1310 (2012), available at  
https://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/fsoc/rulemaking/Documents/Authority%20to%20Require%20Supervision%20and%20Regulation
%20of%20Certain%20Nonbank%20Financial%20Companies.pdf.  

https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/budget-strategy/strategic-plan/
https://www.complianceweek.com/blogs/the-filing-cabinet/guide-compliance-act-targets-cfpbs-rulemaking-transparency#.W9OyZ9NKiHs
https://www.complianceweek.com/blogs/the-filing-cabinet/guide-compliance-act-targets-cfpbs-rulemaking-transparency#.W9OyZ9NKiHs
https://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/fsoc/rulemaking/Documents/Authority%20to%20Require%20Supervision%20and%20Regulation%20of%20Certain%20Nonbank%20Financial%20Companies.pdf
https://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/fsoc/rulemaking/Documents/Authority%20to%20Require%20Supervision%20and%20Regulation%20of%20Certain%20Nonbank%20Financial%20Companies.pdf
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• [USD] 30 billion in gross notional credit default swaps outstanding for which a nonbank financial 
company is the reference entity; 

• [USD] 3.5 billion of derivative liabilities; 

• [USD] 20 billion in total debt outstanding;  

• 15 to 1 leverage ratio of total consolidated assets (excluding separate accounts) to total equity; [or] 

• 10 percent short-term debt ratio of total debt outstanding with a maturity of less than 12 months to 
total consolidated assets (excluding separate accounts).’84 

These thresholds apply to the global assets, liabilities, and operations of nonbank financial companies 
in the US. For foreign nonbank financial companies, the thresholds apply solely to US assets, liabilities, 
and operations.85 

Once identified as important in Stage 1, these companies are evaluated under Stage 2 wherein the 
FSOC ‘intends to conduct a robust analysis of the potential threat that each of those nonbank financial 
companies could pose to U.S. financial stability.’86 Each nonbank financial company that is identified as a 
potential risk under Stage 2 is then evaluated in Stage 3. At Stage 3, the FSOC gathers considerable 
information directly from the company in order to assess its potential threat.87 

Based on this SIFI designation process, FSOC designated AIG, General Electric Capital Corp (GE Capital), 
Prudential Financial (Prudential), and MetLife as SIFIs in 2013 and 2014.88 These designations brought 
increased and costly regulatory requirements to the designated SIFIs. Such costs, associated with a 
more subjective designation process, led those firms to legally challenge their designations on the 
grounds that those were imprecise and ineffective at accurately identifying risks to financial stability.89 

In 2016, MetLife won its lawsuit against the US government to have its SIFI designation rescinded and, 
at that time, the government appealed. The appeal, however, was dropped by the Trump 
administration the following year.90 GE Capital’s designation was rescinded in 2016 after its parent 

                                                             
84  Financial Stability Oversight Council, 'Authority to Require Supervision and Regulation of Certain Nonbank Financial Companies', 77 Fed. 

Reg. 70, at p. 21643 (11 April 2012), codified at 12 C.F.R. § 1310 Appendix A (2012), available at  
https://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/fsoc/rulemaking/Documents/Authority%20to%20Require%20Supervision%20and%20Regulation
%20of%20Certain%20Nonbank%20Financial%20Companies.pdf. 

85  See Financial Stability Oversight Council, 'Authority to Require Supervision and Regulation of Certain Nonbank Financial Companies', 77 
Fed. Reg. 70, (11 April 2012), codified at 12 C.F.R. § 1310 (2012), available at  
https://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/fsoc/rulemaking/Documents/Authority%20to%20Require%20Supervision%20and%20Regulation
%20of%20Certain%20Nonbank%20Financial%20Companies.pdf.  

86  Financial Stability Oversight Council, 'Authority to Require Supervision and Regulation of Certain Nonbank Financial Companies', 77 Fed. 
Reg. 70, at p. 21645 (11 April 2012), codified at 12 C.F.R. § 1310 Appendix A (2012), available at  
https://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/fsoc/rulemaking/Documents/Authority%20to%20Require%20Supervision%20and%20Regulation
%20of%20Certain%20Nonbank%20Financial%20Companies.pdf.  

87  See Financial Stability Oversight Council, 'Authority to Require Supervision and Regulation of Certain Nonbank Financial Companies', 77 
Fed. Reg. 70, (11 April 2012), codified at 12 C.F.R. § 1310 (2012), available at  
https://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/fsoc/rulemaking/Documents/Authority%20to%20Require%20Supervision%20and%20Regulation
%20of%20Certain%20Nonbank%20Financial%20Companies.pdf.  

88  See US Department of the Treasury Financial Stability Oversight Council, ‘Designations’, available at  
https://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/fsoc/designations/Pages/default.aspx.  

89  See Office of Financial Research, 'Size Alone is Not Sufficient to Identify Systemically Important Banks', 26 October 2017, available at 
https://www.financialresearch.gov/viewpoint-papers/files/OFRvp_17-04_Systemically-Important-Banks.pdf  

90  Tracy, Ryan, ‘MetLife Cements Legal Victory in Shedding ‘Systemically Important’ Label’, The Wall Street Journal, 18 January 2018, available 
at https://www.wsj.com/articles/metlife-and-fsoc-file-motion-to-dismiss-appeal-in-sifi-litigation-1516325850.  
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company divested most of its financial operations.91 In 2017, AIG’s designation was rescinded after its 
USD 182.5 billion bailout was finished, leaving Prudential as the only remaining SIFI. 92 

2.2.3 Volcker Rule Implementation 
Implementation of the Volcker Rule by the five regulatory agencies charged with this task has been a 
lengthy process. As a broad piece of regulation impacting many parts of banks, it has taken regulatory 
agencies years to build a practical approach to the rules.  

Critics have raised concerns about the feasibility and effectiveness of the Rule since it was initially 
passed.93 As banks often use hedge funds as a way to mitigate and hedge their own long-term risks, 
there is potential for losing visibility into the risky trading activates in which some hedge funds may 
engage.94 

The first action taken towards codifying the rules into regulations was in 2011 when a study by the 
FSOC determined a need for new risk management frameworks in order to measure the difference 
between prohibited and permitted trading activities.95 Based on this study, a set of rules was initially 
announced in October 2011 and others later in January 2012.96 

After reviewing over 18 000 comments made to the relevant agencies writing the regulations, a final 
set of rules was issued on 10 December 2013.97 Although financial institutions were to conform to these 
rules by 21 July 2014, the effective date was pushed back to 21 July 2015 due to ongoing difficulties 
with companies having the time to become compliant with the regulations.98 

The Volcker Rule regulations define the types of trades and relationships that are acceptable. The 
regulations focus primarily on three key areas – proprietary trades, covered funds, and foreign 
exemptions. 

With respect to proprietary trades, one of the first proposed and finalized Volcker Rules states that 
proprietary trades are defined under a 60-day rule, wherein investments held for less than 60 days are 
per se determined to be short-term trades and therefore prohibited.99 Items such as loans, spot foreign 
exchange, repos, and clearing positions of derivatives are excluded under this rule.100 

                                                             
91  See US Department of the Treasury Financial Stability Oversight Council, 'Basis for the Financial Stability Oversight Council's Rescission of 

Its Determination Regarding GE Capital Global Holdings, LLC', Nonbank Financial Company Designations, 28 June 2018, available at 
https://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/fsoc/designations/Documents/GE%20Capital%20Public%20Rescission%20Basis.pdf.  

92  See Kelleher, Dennis M., ‘Financial Reform Is Working, But Deregulation That Incentivizes One-Way Bets Is Sowing the Seeds of Another 
Catastrophic Financial Crash,’ Better Markets, Inc., 24 April 2018, available at https://gwbflr.org/financial-reform-is-working-but-
deregulation-that-incentivizes-one-way-bets-is-sowing-the-seeds-of-another-catastrophic-financial-crash-2/. 

93  See Whitehead, Charles K., ‘The Volcker Rule and Evolving Financial Markets,’ Harvard Business Law Review, 2011, available at  
http://www.hblr.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/Volcker-Rule.pdf.  

94  See Whitehead, Charles K., ‘The Volcker Rule and Evolving Financial Markets,’ Harvard Business Law Review, 2011, available at  
http://www.hblr.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/Volcker-Rule.pdf.  

95  See ‘Volcker Rule: U.S. Agencies Approve Final Volcker Rule, Detailing Prohibitions and Compliance Regimes Applicable to Banking 
Entities Worldwide,’ Sullivan & Cromwell LLP, 27 January 2014, at p. 3, available at  
https://www.sullcrom.com/siteFiles/Publications/SC_Publication_Volcker_Rule.pdf.   

96   See ‘Volcker Rule: U.S. Agencies Approve Final Volcker Rule, Detailing Prohibitions and Compliance Regimes Applicable to Banking 
Entities Worldwide,’ Sullivan & Cromwell LLP, 27 January 2014, at p. 4, available at  
https://www.sullcrom.com/siteFiles/Publications/SC_Publication_Volcker_Rule.pdf. 

97   See ‘Volcker Rule: U.S. Agencies Approve Final Volcker Rule, Detailing Prohibitions and Compliance Regimes Applicable to Banking 
Entities Worldwide,’ Sullivan & Cromwell LLP, 27 January 2014, at p. 4, available at  
https://www.sullcrom.com/siteFiles/Publications/SC_Publication_Volcker_Rule.pdf. 

98   See ‘Volcker Rule: U.S. Agencies Approve Final Volcker Rule, Detailing Prohibitions and Compliance Regimes Applicable to Banking 
Entities Worldwide,’ Sullivan & Cromwell LLP, 27 January 2014, at p. 5, available at  
https://www.sullcrom.com/siteFiles/Publications/SC_Publication_Volcker_Rule.pdf. 

99   See 'Volcker Rule: Agencies Approve Long-Awaited Final Rule; Most Requirements to Take Effect on July 21, 2015,' Sullivan & Cromwell LLP, 
13 December 2013, at A-3, available at https://www.sullcrom.com/siteFiles/Publications/SC_Publication_Volcker_Rule_5C6B.pdf. 

100  See 'Volcker Rule: Agencies Approve Long-Awaited Final Rule; Most Requirements to Take Effect on July 21, 2015,' Sullivan & Cromwell LLP, 
13 December 2013, at A-3, available at https://www.sullcrom.com/siteFiles/Publications/SC_Publication_Volcker_Rule_5C6B.pdf.  
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Additionally, the legislation specifically addresses the need to prohibit or restrict bank relationships 
with ‘covered funds,’ defined by the regulatory agencies to include a wide range of funds beyond 
traditional hedge funds including REITS, CDOs, venture capital funds, and credit funds,101 but excluding 
insurance company separate accounts. There were ultimately many revisions to this prohibition, with 
exceptions to what entities counted as covered funds added over time.102 

The ownership percentage of a covered fund was also initially considered important. The definition of 
an ownership interest includes any interest that is an equity, partnership or other similar interest.103 The 
definition of these interests does not rely on specific instruments but rather on the benefits the 
ownership interest is afforded.104 In the final Rule, ownership interest was not taken into 
consideration.105 

The Volcker Rule also provides exemptions for foreign banks. Initially, any connection of a trade 
between a foreign bank and a US entity would not be an allowable trade. In the final rule, however, 
regulations ‘allowed foreign banking entities to use US infrastructure and trade with certain US 
counterparties in certain circumstances.’106 Thus foreign banks are allowed to continue to trade outside 
the US using exemptions provided by the Treasury Department.107 Foreign banks are also allowed to 
interact with a US entity in the trade if none of the action is ‘arranged, negotiated, or executed by 
personnel located in the US’ as long as the financing is not directly or indirectly provided by a US 
affiliate.108 Such changes represented a significant lightening on the rules for foreign banks by allowing 
much more flexibility. 

In practice there were, and still are, questions of whether the Volcker Rule actually works. In 2012, 
JPMorgan Chase lost over two billion dollars on trades. While banking entities were not yet subject to 
the Rules at that time, even if they had been, the trading strategy that led to the losses was permissible 
under the Volcker Rule.109 

2.2.4 Stress Test Implementation 
While the underlying theories of CCAR and DFAST have not changed significantly since 2010, 
discussions have taken place with regard to unintended effects on bank lending.110 The stress tests 

                                                             
101  See  'Volcker Rule: Agencies Approve Long-Awaited Final Rule; Most Requirements to Take Effect on July 21, 2015,' Sullivan & Cromwell 

LLP, 13 December 2013, at A-9, available at https://www.sullcrom.com/siteFiles/Publications/SC_Publication_Volcker_Rule_5C6B.pdf.  
102  See  'Volcker Rule: Agencies Approve Long-Awaited Final Rule; Most Requirements to Take Effect on July 21, 2015,' Sullivan & Cromwell 

LLP, 13 December 2013, at A-8, available at https://www.sullcrom.com/siteFiles/Publications/SC_Publication_Volcker_Rule_5C6B.pdf.  
103  ‘Volcker Rule: U.S. Agencies Approve Final Volcker Rule, Detailing Prohibitions and Compliance Regimes Applicable to Banking Entities 

Worldwide,’ Sullivan & Cromwell LLP, 27 January 2014, at p. 82, available at  
https://www.sullcrom.com/siteFiles/Publications/SC_Publication_Volcker_Rule.pdf.  

104  ‘Volcker Rule: U.S. Agencies Approve Final Volcker Rule, Detailing Prohibitions and Compliance Regimes Applicable to Banking Entities 
Worldwide,’ Sullivan & Cromwell LLP, 27 January 2014, at p. 84, available at  
https://www.sullcrom.com/siteFiles/Publications/SC_Publication_Volcker_Rule.pdf.  

105   See  'Volcker Rule: Agencies Approve Long-Awaited Final Rule; Most Requirements to Take Effect on July 21, 2015,' Sullivan & Cromwell 
LLP, 13 December 2013, at A-10, available at https://www.sullcrom.com/siteFiles/Publications/SC_Publication_Volcker_Rule_5C6B.pdf.  

106  ‘Volcker Rule: U.S. Agencies Approve Final Volcker Rule, Detailing Prohibitions and Compliance Regimes Applicable to Banking Entities 
Worldwide,’ Sullivan & Cromwell LLP, 27 January 2014, at p. 56, available at  
https://www.sullcrom.com/siteFiles/Publications/SC_Publication_Volcker_Rule.pdf.  

107  See 'The Volcker Rule Prohibition on Proprietary Trading: Considerations for Broker-Dealer Affiliates of Foreign Banking Organizations,' 
Morrison Forester Client Alert, 9 January 2014, at p. 2. 

108  'Volcker Rule: Agencies Approve Long-Awaited Final Rule; Most Requirements to Take Effect on July 21, 2015,' Sullivan & Cromwell LLP, 13 
December 2013, at A-7, available at https://www.sullcrom.com/siteFiles/Publications/SC_Publication_Volcker_Rule_5C6B.pdf. 

109  See Shorter, Gary, et al., 'JP Morgan Trading Losses: Implications for the Volcker Rule and Other Regulation,' Congressional Research Service, 
16 August 2012, at p. 19, available at https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R42665.pd.  

110  See Bassett, William, and Berrospide, Jose, 'The Impact of Stress Tests of Bank Lending,' Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 
Working Paper, 2017. 
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were intended to ensure a company’s viability in adverse economic conditions and thereby improve 
the financial stability of the US. The resultant increase in capital required to help banks withstand such 
shocks, however, has allegedly reduced banks’ ability to lend to the public and stimulate economic 
growth.111 

In September 2014, the Federal Reserve, FDIC, and OCC finalized a rule for strengthening the liquidity 
positions of the large financial institutions, designed to enhance the liquidity requirements under 
Section 165 of the DFA, but did not address banks’ purportedly reduced lending ability.112 The rule 
created a standardized minimum liquidity requirement for ‘banking organizations with [USD] 250 billion 
or more in total consolidated assets or [USD] 10 billion in on-balance sheet foreign exposure.’113 It will also 
‘apply a less stringent, modified [Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR)] to bank holding companies and savings 
and loan holding companies that do not meet these thresholds, but have [USD] 50 billion or more in total 
assets.’114 All banking organizations regulated under this guidance were to be fully compliant by the 
beginning of 2017.115 

From the original passage of the DFA through the present, the stress test scenarios dictated by the OCC 
have been periodically updated for new macroeconomic conditions. In 2016, the OCC released 
updated economic and financial market scenarios as well as an updated timeline for when institutions 
must submit results based on asset size. The adverse and severely adverse scenarios will be the same 
for institutions with USD 50 billion or more in assets and institutions with between USD 10 billion and 
USD 50 billion in assets.116 

2.2.5 FBO Supervision Implementation 

Between July 2016 and July 2017, the Federal Reserve updated a series of Enhanced Prudential 
Standards (EPS standards) effective for domestic and foreign banking entities. The EPS standards, as 
they applied to foreign entities, marked a significant enhancement of the US’s role overseeing foreign 
banking operations. One of the most significant changes among these standards was the Intermediate 
Holding Company (IHC) requirement for foreign banking organizations.117 

Under the IHC requirement, which is detailed throughout the Federal Reserve’s enhanced prudential 
standards, foreign banking organizations with USD 50 billion or more in total global consolidated 
assets and USD 50 billion or more in US non-branch assets are required to form US IHCs;118 however, 

                                                             
111  See Bassett, William, and Berrospide, Jose, 'The Impact of Stress Tests of Bank Lending,' Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 

Working Paper, 2017. 
112  See Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and Office of the Comptroller of the 

Currency, 'Federal banking regulators finalize liquidity coverage ratio,' Joint Press Release, 3 September 2014, available at 
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/bcreg20140903a.htm.   

113  See Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and Office of the Comptroller of the 
Currency, 'Federal banking regulators finalize liquidity coverage ratio,' Joint Press Release, 3 September 2014, available at 
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/bcreg20140903a.htm.  

114  Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, 
'Federal banking regulators finalize liquidity coverage ratio,' Joint Press Release, 3 September 2014, available at 
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/bcreg20140903a.htm.   

115  See Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and Office of the Comptroller of the 
Currency, 'Federal banking regulators finalize liquidity coverage ratio,' Joint Press Release, 3 September 2014, available at 
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/bcreg20140903a.htm.  

116  See Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, Tools and Forms for ‘Dodd-Frank Act Stress Test (Company-Run),’ available at 
https://www.occ.treas.gov/tools-forms/forms/bank-operations/stress-test-reporting.html.  

117  See Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, ‘Report to Congress on Implementation of Enhanced Prudential Standards-January 
2018,’ available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/publications/2018-january-report-to-congress-on-implementation-of-enhanced-
prudential-standards.htm.   

118  ‘Final look: A practical guide to the Federal Reserve’s enhanced prudential standards for foreign banks,’ Deloitte, 2014, available at 
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/audit/us-aers-eps-foreign-02-12042014.pdf.  
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the threshold will likely increase as a result of recently passed legislation, discussed in detail below. The 
IHC requirement of the EPS standards requires foreign banking organizations to organize US-based 
assets under control of the IHC119 and create a central governance structure over the IHC and its US 
subsidiaries. This includes creation of a US risk committee (sub-committee of the board of directors) 
and US-based management team, collectively charged with overseeing the domestic entities’ 
operations and compliance.120 

Implementing the IHC structure was particularly burdensome for many FBOs because it required 
several changes to the FBO’s business and operating models, including legal entity reorganization, 
information management enhancements, and imposing more discipline in its asset management 
systems.121  

A report from Deloitte, an accounting and consulting firm, states that, in addition to the IHC 
requirement, the original EPS standards required that FBOs with at least USD 50 billion or more in total 
global consolidated assets and USD 50 billion or more in US non-branch assets are required to comply 
with the following:122  

‘Capital requirements:’123  

• ‘[A] minimum 4.5 percent Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1) capital ratio and 6 percent Tier 1 capital ratio 
with additional capital conservation buffer requirements to avoid limitations on capital 
distributions.’124 

• ‘US Basel III supplementary leverage ratio;  

• US Basel III countercyclical buffer;125  

• Unrealized gains and losses flowing through the IHC’s CET1 capital;  

• IHCs with trading assets and trading liabilities that equal or exceed 10 percent of total assets or [USD] 1 
billion will need to obtain separate approval from the Fed for internal market risk models and are subject 
to market risk rules.’126 

                                                             
119  See Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, ‘Report to Congress on Implementation of Enhanced Prudential Standards-January 

2018,’ available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/publications/2018-january-report-to-congress-on-implementation-of-enhanced-
prudential-standards.htm.  

120  ‘Final look: A practical guide to the Federal Reserve’s enhanced prudential standards for foreign banks,’ Deloitte, 2014, available at 
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/audit/us-aers-eps-foreign-02-12042014.pdf.  

121  The regulatory processes were deemed burdensome. See Viola, Matias; Abascal, Maria; and Chaibbe, Safeddine, ‘US regulation for Foreign 
Banking Organizations (FBOs),’ BBVA Regulatory Flash, 19 February 2014, available at  
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/KETD/fbin/mult/140219_Regulatory_Flash-US_Regulation_for_FBOs_tcm348-427068.pdf. See Wagner, 
David and Coffman, Richard, ‘Proposed Agency Information Collection Activities; Comment Request: Intermediate Holding Company 
Reporting Requirements (81 Fed. Reg. 6265 February 5, 2016),’ 5 April 2016, available at  
https://www.federalreserve.gov/SECRS/2016/April/20160415/ICP-201602/ICP-201602_040516_130251_462671113889_1.pdf.  

122  ‘Final look: A practical guide to the Federal Reserve’s enhanced prudential standards for foreign banks,’ Deloitte, 2014, available at 
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/audit/us-aers-eps-foreign-02-12042014.pdf. 

123  ‘Final look: A practical guide to the Federal Reserve’s enhanced prudential standards for foreign banks,’ Deloitte, 2014, available at 
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/audit/us-aers-eps-foreign-02-12042014.pdf.   

124  ‘Final look: A practical guide to the Federal Reserve’s enhanced prudential standards for foreign banks,’ Deloitte, 2014, available at 
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/audit/us-aers-eps-foreign-02-12042014.pdf.   

125  ‘The [countercyclical buffer] is a macroprudential tool that can be used to increase the resilience of the financial system by raising capital 
requirements on internationally active banking organizations when the risk of above-normal losses is elevated.’ Board of Governors of the 
Federal Reserve System, ‘Federal Reserve Board approves final policy statement detailing framework for setting Countercyclical Capital 
Buffer,’ 8 September 2016, available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/bcreg20160908b.htm.  

126  ‘Final look: A practical guide to the Federal Reserve’s enhanced prudential standards for foreign banks,’ Deloitte, 2014, available at 
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/audit/us-aers-eps-foreign-02-12042014.pdf.  
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‘Liquidity requirements:’127 

• ‘The liquidity buffer for FBO U.S. branches and agencies now needs to cover funding needs for only 14 
days rather than the 30 days specified in the proposed rule.’128  

• ‘[A]ny cash component of the IHC liquidity buffer cannot be held at an FBO branch or agency, or by an 
affiliate not controlled by the IHC.’129  

• ‘[T]he final rule will also require an FBO with greater than [USD] 50 billion in combined U.S. assets to 
adhere to a qualitative liquidity framework.’130  

‘Stress testing requirements:’131 

• ‘[T]he results of the home-country stress testing will require reporting to the Fed.’132 

• ‘U.S. IHCs with assets of [USD] 50 billion or more are subject to the annual supervisory and semiannual 
company-run stress testing requirements similar to domestic BHCs.’133 

Beyond the regulations imposed on the largest class of foreign banking organizations, the original EPS 
standards imposed several regulations on smaller entities. For instance, FBOs with publicly-traded 
stocks and total global consolidated assets between USD 10 to 50 billion as well as FBOs with over USD 
50 billion in global assets and US assets less than USD 50 billion must annually certify to the Federal 
Reserve that its board of directors, or a sub-committee thereof, appropriately monitors risks associated 
with US-based operations and that it has met its home country’s capital standards (provided that they 
are consistent with those required under Basel III).134 

Recently, Congress has taken steps to relax some of the requirements of the EPS standards. On 24 
May 2018, the Economic Growth, Regulatory Relief, and Consumer Protection Act (EGRRCP) was signed 
into law, which increased the threshold for application of most EPS standards from USD 50 billion to 
USD 250 billion.135 Capital stress testing and risk committee requirements, however, will continue to be 
applied using the previous USD 50 billion threshold.136  

                                                             
127  ‘Final look: A practical guide to the Federal Reserve’s enhanced prudential standards for foreign banks,’ Deloitte, 2014, available at 
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https://www.davispolk.com/files/Visual.Summary.Foreign%20Banks.Dodd_.Frank_.Enhanced.Prudential.Standards.Final_.Rule_.pdf 
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available at https://www.cliffordchance.com/briefings/2018/05/u_s_congress_passesdodd-frankrefor.html.   

136  See ‘What Does the Dodd-Frank Relief Bill Mean for Enhanced Prudential Standards for Foreign Banks,’ Sullivan & Worcester LLP, 25 May 
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2.2.6 CECL Implementation 
While banks consider CECL implementation extremely challenging, the reporting requirement dates 
are still on schedule. For SEC filers, the FASB’s CECL updates are effective for fiscal years beginning after 
15 December 2019; for all other public business entities, the updates are effective for fiscal years 
beginning after 15 December 2020.137 Even with the reporting requirements on schedule, the Federal 
Reserve advised, in the February 2018 CCAR updates, that firms should delay implementation of the 
new CECL methodology for their 2018 and 2019 CCAR requirements and will provide additional 
guidance for the CECL methodology update to be reflected for the CCAR 2020 requirements.138 

2.3 Recent Developments 
Under the current US Administration, there have been a number of proposals, executive orders, and 
legislative actions to effectively roll back provisions of the DFA. On 3 February 2017, US President 
Trump issued the Presidential Executive Order on Core Principles for Regulating the United States Financial 
System, which outlined the US Administration’s general financial policy principles.139 It also directed the 
US Secretary of the Treasury to consult with the FSOC member heads and report on the extent to 
which existing financial regulatory laws, regulations, and other guidance and requirements adhere to 
or inhibit these core principles.140 

According to a seventh anniversary review of the DFA rules implementation, further implementation 
has ‘been put into a pause mode by all of the financial regulators except for the CFPB.’141 

Another development came from the US Supreme Court on 21 June 2018 in its ruling on the 
constitutionality of the SEC’s system of selecting its administrative judges who enforce investor 
protection laws. The matter before the Court was a challenge to SEC’s practice of its staff appointing 
SEC administrative law judges. The SEC contended that these judges were employees. According to 
the Court’s ruling, however, ‘[a]dministrative law judges are offices of the United States within the meaning 
of the Constitution’s appointments clause, which requires their appointment by the president, courts, or 
heads of federal agencies.’142 While not arising from a direct challenge from the current US 
administration, the ruling will have profound effects for the almost 2 000 administrative law judges in 
the federal government who are responsible for enforcing statutory laws under the regulatory 
agencies’ purview.143 Appointment of administrative law judges by the executive branch of 
government rather than by employees of the regulatory agencies would give the US White House 
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https://www.finregreform.com/single-post/2017/07/19/dodd-franks-seventh-anniversary/.  
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June 2018,  
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considerably more influence on the manner in which regulatory claims and disputes are adjudicated. 
Thus, the ramifications of the US Supreme Court’s ruling could be far-reaching. 

2.3.1 CFPB Scale Back 
With the appointment of Mick Mulvaney as acting head of the CFPB under the current US 
administration, the scope of the CFPB’s activities has been rolled back. Mr. Mulvaney began his 
Directorship by proclaiming early on that ‘the days of aggressively ‘pushing the envelope’ of the law in the 
name of the ‘mission’ are over.’144 According to Mr. Mulvaney, a strategic shift was to be effectuated 
based on a review of ‘everything that we do, from investigations to lawsuits and everything in between.’145 
Enforcement actions were to be focused on ‘quantifiable and unavoidable harm to the consumer,’ with 
an emphasis on formal rulemaking over what he termed ‘regulation by enforcement.’146 

Under Mr. Mulvaney’s leadership, it has been reported that some existing investigations have been 
halted and the initiation of new enforcement actions slowed.147 In his first report to the US 
Congress, Mr. Mulvaney stated: 

‘I made it clear that the Bureau [CFPB] will continue to execute the law, but will no longer go beyond 
its statutory mandate.’148 

Consistent with Mr. Mulvaney’s stated belief that the CFPB ‘is far too powerful and with precious little 
oversight of its activities,’ he recommended to the US Congress that the following changes be made: 

  1. ‘Fund the Bureau [CFPB] through Congressional appropriations; 

  2. Require legislative approval of major Bureau [CFPB] rules; 

  3. Ensure that the [CFPB] Director answers to the [US] President in the exercise of executive 
authority; and 

  4. Create an independent Inspector General for the Bureau [CFPB].’149 

In June 2018, Mr. Mulvaney dismissed the CFPB’s 25-member advisory board. According to some 
advisory board members ‘meetings between the board and Mr. Mulvaney were repeatedly cancelled.’150 
One member stated that ‘[t]he reason to let us go is an attempt to silence the voices that would be 
concerned about the direction the bureau [CFPB] has taken under this administration.’151 

Mr. Mulvaney, who is also the Director of the US Office of Management and Budget (OMB), selected a 
deputy of his at the OMB, Kathy Kraninger, to succeed him as head of CFPB. Critics of her selection note 
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that she has no regulatory experience.152 On 23 August the Senate Banking Committee approved Ms 
Kraninger, but she still faces opposition in the full Senate vote required for final confirmation.153 

 

Table 3:  CFPB Actions by Year154 

 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Number of New 
Enforcement Actions 8 24 32 54 37 36* 2 

Number of Final Rules 5 17 8 8 9 15 4 

*All new actions were taken before Mr. Mulvaney was appointed acting head of the CFPB in November 2017 
 

 

One of the largest legal challenges to date for the CFPB alleges that the US President does not have 
sufficient authority over the single CFPB director, which, if true, could potentially render the CFPB 
unconstitutional. In January 2018, a judge in the US Court of Appeals, DC Circuit opined that the 
structure of the CFPB is constitutional;155 however, in June 2018, a judge in the US District Court in the 
Southern District of New York ruled that the structure of the CFPB is not constitutional and excluded 
the CFPB from a lawsuit.156 The New York court ruling, along with appeals pending in other courts, has 
the potential to increase the likelihood that the US Supreme Court will eventually take the case to 
decide on the constitutionality of the CFPB structure. 

2.3.2 SIFI Rollback 
On 21 April 2017, the US President issued his ‘Presidential Memorandum for the Secretary of the Treasury’ 
under which the US Secretary of the Treasury was instructed to review the FSOC’s designation 
process and halt any further non-emergency designations.157 

In November 2017, the US Secretary of the Treasury issued its annual report on SIFIs. The report called 
for the FSOC to engage in a cost-benefit analysis regarding potential designation rather than focusing 
on threshold amounts, such as total assets. It is expected that the US Treasury will pursue efforts to 
implement the report’s recommendations.158 
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In January 2018, the panel of judges reviewing the US government’s appeal of MetLife’s SIFI rescission 
dismissed the case after the US Executive branch terminated the appeal.159 On 17 October 2018 the 
FSOC removed Prudential Financial’s SIFI designation, declassifying the last remaining nonbank SIFI.160 

The Financial CHOICE Act of 2017 (CHOICE Act) was passed by the US House of Representatives on 8 
June 2017 and sent to the US Senate on 13 June 2017 where it was referred to the US Senate Committee 
on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs for review.161 Among other things, the CHOICE Act intended to 
repeal the provisions of the DFA that created FSOC’s SIFI designation authority and standards, as 
follows: 

‘SEC. 151. REPEAL AND MODIFICATION OF PROVISIONS OF THE FINANCIAL STABILITY ACT OF 
2010…  

(a) Repeals.—The following provisions of the Financial Stability Act of 2010 are repealed, and the 
provisions of law amended or repealed by such provisions are restored or revived as if such 
provisions had not been enacted… 

(2) Section 113.’162 - ‘Authority to require supervision and regulation of certain nonbank 
financial Companies.’163 

‘(3) Section 114.’164 – ‘Registration of nonbank financial companies supervised by the Board 
of Governors.’165 

‘(4) Section 115.’166 – ‘Enhanced supervision and prudential standards for nonbank 
financial companies supervised by the Board of Governors and certain bank holding 
companies.’167 

The US Senate Committee hearing on 13 July 2017 included discussion of changes to SIFI designation, 
such as raising the total asset threshold.168 The CHOICE Act received support from the House Financial 
Services Committee169 and the insurance industry.170 The US Senate, however, elected to pass a 
bipartisan, moderated version of Dodd-Frank relief, the Economic Growth, Regulatory Relief, and 
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170  See Gonzales, Gloria, ‘Insurance industry hails proposed SIFI authority elimination,’ Business Insurance, 2 May 2017, available at  
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Consumer Protection Act (EGRRCP), which scaled back, rather than repealed SIFI guidelines outright.171 
While the EGRRCP became law on 24 May 2018, the de facto elimination of nonbank SIFIs has rendered 
some elements of the law related to SIFI designation irrelevant, at least for the time being. 

2.3.3 Volcker Rule Rollback and Enactment 
The current US administration has called for a large rollback of the Volcker Rule, rewriting it to be 
friendlier to banks. The heads of the affected US regulatory agencies are also expected to be amenable 
to amending the rule.172 Given the US administration’s expressed interest in regulatory reforms, the US 
Congress has addressed some changes through legislation. It appears that the US Congress also 
considered that regulatory changes to the Volcker Rule could take a significant amount of time to enact 
with five regulatory agencies overseeing this Rule and must all agree to any changes.  

In April 2018, the US House of Representatives passed H.R. 4790, Volcker Rule Regulatory 
Harmonization Act,173 a rule supported by the American Bankers Association.174 H.R. 4790 was intended 
to: 

• Give rulemaking and enforcement authority over the Volcker Rule solely to the Federal Reserve, 
and 

• Exempt community banks if they hold under USD 10 billion in consolidated assets and have total 
trading assets and trading liabilities of not more than 5 percent of total consolidated assets.175 

But this form of the bill was not passed by the US Senate.176 The Senate’s version of the rollbacks 
was, instead, included in the EGRRCP. The EGRRCP, which was signed into law on 24 May 2018, 
alleviates certain regulations for community banks with under USD 10 billion in assets.177 Title IV of the 
Volcker Act stipulated that: 

• The asset benchmark over which banks become subject to enhanced prudential regulations 
increases from USD 50 billion to USD 250 billion or more; 

• banks with between USD 100 billion and USD 250 billion in assets ‘are automatically subject only to 
supervisory stress tests;’178 and 

• banks with USD 50 billion to USD 100 billion ‘will no longer be subject to enhanced regulation.’179 
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Since implementation of the Volcker Rule, its five regulatory agencies have received numerous public 
and private communications, comments, feedback, and recommendations regarding the rule and 
implementing regulations.180 Additionally, the regulatory agencies have evaluated data related to the 
rule implementation and noted certain areas of improvement.181 Overall the stated goal is to simplify 
the rule and write it in such a way as to be enforceable.182 

A key proposal of the regulatory agencies is to change the application of the Volcker Rule to be based 
on banks’ trading activity rather total assets, so that small to medium size banks will not have to comply 
if their trading operations are not a significant focus. Such a proposal would limit Volcker Rule 
provisions such that only banks with USD 10 billion or more in trading assets and liabilities would be 
required to comply with the most stringent provisions. Banks with USD 1 billion to USD 10 billion in 
trading assets and liabilities would be subject to reduced requirements, while banks with trading assets 
and liabilities below USD 1 billion would not be required to demonstrate compliance.183 

With banks focusing on trading activity in some regulations and total assets in others, conflicting rules 
have arisen. Trading desks with popular products face conflicts when they are directed to curtail 
profits.184 

International rules around trading, such as the Fundamental Review of the Trading Book (FRTB), are not 
contemplated by the Volcker Rule. As the FRTB and Volcker Rule have different concepts of what 
constitutes an allowable trade, it will be difficult for banks to know how to report their trades and how 
to manage profits to a specific cap will impact their overall trading strategy. 185 

The agencies have also chosen to address the ‘60-day rebuttable presumption’ and the short-term 
definition of asset holding.186 Under the agencies’ proposal, trading assets would no longer be defined 
by the amount of time they are held, but instead by the ‘fair value accounting treatment of the relevant 
financial instrument.’187 This will make it easier for banks to determine their actual tradeable asset range 
since the current classification can be a difficult proposition and one that ends with misclassifying items 
that are not short-range trades as such.188 

                                                             
180  See Lelchitskiy, Kirill, ‘The Volcker Rule: Criticisms and Compliance Issues,’ Berkley Law Network, 21 April 2014, available at 

https://sites.law.berkeley.edu/thenetwork/2014/04/21/criticism-and-compliance-issues-of-the-volcker-rule/. See also Bain, Benjamin, 
‘Volcker Rule Changes Move Forward After SEC Votes on Overhaul,’ Bloomberg, 5 June 2018, available at 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-06-05/volcker-rule-changes-move-forward-after-sec-votes-on-overhaul.  

181  See Lelchitskiy, Kirill, ‘The Volcker Rule: Criticisms and Compliance Issues,’ Berkley Law Network, 21 April 2014, available at 
https://sites.law.berkeley.edu/thenetwork/2014/04/21/criticism-and-compliance-issues-of-the-volcker-rule/. 

182  See Price, Michelle and Schroeder, Pete, ‘Fed unveils rewrite of ‘Volcker Rule’ limits on bank trading,’ Reuters, 29 May 2018, available at 
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-fed-volcker/fed-unveils-rewrite-of-volcker-rule-limits-on-bank-trading-idUSKCN1IV09Y.  

183  See Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, 
Securities and Exchange Commission, and the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, ‘Proposed Revisions to Prohibitions and 
Restrictions on Proprietary Trading and Certain Interests in, and Relationships With, Hedge Funds and Private Equity Funds,’ 83 Fed. Reg. 
137 (17 July 2018), to be codified at 12 C.F.R. §§ 44, 248, 351 and 17 C.F.R. §§ 75, 255, available at https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/granule/FR-
2018-07-17/2018-13502.  

184  See Bollenbacher, George, ‘The VR Revisions and FRTB,’ TABB Forum, 27 June 2018. 
185  See Bollenbacher, George, ‘The VR Revisions and FRTB,’ TABB Forum, 27 June 2018. 
186  See Brownback, Nathan S. et al., ‘Significant Revisions of the Volcker Rule,’ Harvard Law School Forum on Corporate Governance and 

Financial Regulation, 18 June 2018, available at https://corpgov.law.harvard.edu/2018/06/18/significant-revisions-of-the-volcker-rule/. 
See Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, 
Securities and Exchange Commission, and the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, ‘Proposed Revisions to Prohibitions and 
Restrictions on Proprietary Trading and Certain Interests in, and Relationships With, Hedge Funds and Private Equity Funds,’ 83 Fed. Reg. 
137 (17 July 2018), to be codified at 12 C.F.R. §§ 44, 248, 351 and 17 C.F.R. §§ 75, 255, available at https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/granule/FR-
2018-07-17/2018-13502.  

187  Brownback, Nathan S. et al., ‘Significant Revisions of the Volcker Rule,’ Harvard Law School Forum on Corporate Governance and Financial 
Regulation, 18 June 2018, available at https://corpgov.law.harvard.edu/2018/06/18/significant-revisions-of-the-volcker-rule/. 

188  See Brownback, Nathan S. et al., ‘Significant Revisions of the Volcker Rule,’ Harvard Law School Forum on Corporate Governance and 
Financial Regulation, 18 June 2018, available at https://corpgov.law.harvard.edu/2018/06/18/significant-revisions-of-the-volcker-rule/. 
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While the notice does not make significant changes to the ‘covered fund’ rules, agencies are seeking 
comment primarily around the definition of ‘covered fund’ with hopes to potentially amend the 
definition in order to make it clearer, more accurate, and distinct from funds that are part of hedge 
funds and private equity funds.189 In that vein, regulators are also seeking comment on what new 
exceptions should be accepted in order to meet these similar goals.190 

Regulators are also requesting comments that address certain aspects of foreign banking entity rules. 
First, the agencies seek to provide ‘increased flexibility’ with regard to foreign banking entities’ 
proprietary trades and investments in funds outside of the United States.191 They are also seeking 
comment on how to modify the exceptions afforded to foreign banks with respect to proprietary trades 
and investments in covered funds.192 

2.3.4 Stress Tests Staying Firm (CCAR and DFAST) 
In December 2017, the Federal Reserve proposed an amendment to its ‘severely adverse’ scenario used 
in the annual stress tests.193 This scenario is designed to imitate economic conditions of the US in a 
post-war recession, which are characterized by higher unemployment rates, contracting aggregate 
income, and a decrease in economic activity.194 Prior stress tests increased unemployment rates by 
three to five percentage points, whereas under the new proposal, if such increase does not push the 
rate to 10 % then the increase in unemployment rate will be such that at a minimum the rate will be 10 
%.195  

                                                             

See Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, 
Securities and Exchange Commission, and the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, ‘Proposed Revisions to Prohibitions and 
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2018-07-17/2018-13502.  

189  Brownback, Nathan S. et al., ‘Significant Revisions of the Volcker Rule,’ Harvard Law School Forum on Corporate Governance and Financial 
Regulation, 18 June 2018, https://corpgov.law.harvard.edu/2018/06/18/significant-revisions-of-the-volcker-rule/.  
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2018-07-17/2018-13502.  

190  See Brownback, Nathan S. et al., ‘Significant Revisions of the Volcker Rule,’ Harvard Law School Forum on Corporate Governance and 
Financial Regulation, 18 June 2018, https://corpgov.law.harvard.edu/2018/06/18/significant-revisions-of-the-volcker-rule/. See Office of 
the Comptroller of the Currency, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Securities 
and Exchange Commission, and the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, ‘Proposed Revisions to Prohibitions and Restrictions on 
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191  Brownback, Nathan S. et al., ‘Significant Revisions of the Volcker Rule,’ Harvard Law School Forum on Corporate Governance and Financial 
Regulation, 18 June 2018, available at https://corpgov.law.harvard.edu/2018/06/18/significant-revisions-of-the-volcker-rule/.  

192  See Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, 
Securities and Exchange Commission, and the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, ‘Proposed Revisions to Prohibitions and 
Restrictions on Proprietary Trading and Certain Interests in, and Relationships With, Hedge Funds and Private Equity Funds,’ 83 Fed. Reg. 
137 (17 July 2018), to be codified at 12 C.F.R. §§ 44, 248, 351 and 17 C.F.R. §§ 75, 255, available at https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/granule/FR-
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193  See Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 'Enhanced Prudential Standards (Regulation YY),' 82 Fed. Reg. 37 (15 December 
2017), to be codified at 12 C.F.R. § 252, available at https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2017/12/15/2017-26858/policy-
statement-on-the-scenario-design-framework-for-stress-testing.    

194  See Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 'Enhanced Prudential Standards (Regulation YY),' 82 Fed. Reg. 37 (15 December 
2017), to codified at 12 C.F.R. § 252, available at https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2017/12/15/2017-26858/policy-statement-
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Other elements have been changed to make the tests tougher, as well. The OCC published the final 
annual stress test rule in February 2018 under 12 CFR § 46.196 The changes implemented include 
adjustments to the transition process for covered institutions that move into new asset brackets, as 
well as technical changes to clarify the requirements under the OCC’s testing regulations.197 The rule 
became effective the following month.198 The following are the changes made and the effect of those 
changes: 

• The OCC increased ‘the range of possible ‘as-of’ dates used in the global market shock component to 
conform to changes already made by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (Board) to 
its stress testing regulations.’199 The original date range was 1 January through 1 March of a calendar 
year. The change increased the range to 1 October of the prior year through 1 March increasing ‘the 
OCC’s flexibility to choose an appropriate as-of date.’200 

• The transition period for an institution that becomes an over USD 50 billion covered institution and 
would therefore be subject to stress testing requirements has been increased for those institutions 
that cross the over USD 50 billion threshold in the fourth quarter of the calendar year. A covered 
institution ‘will not be subject to the stress testing requirements applicable to over [USD] 50 billion 
covered institutions until the third year after it crosses the asset threshold.’201 

The final rule makes ‘certain technical changes to clarify the requirements of the OCC’s stress testing 
regulation’ and removes obsolete language related to the adjustment in date ranges and timeframe for 
conforming to stress testing requirements.202 Regulators are strengthening other elements of the 
scenarios in the most recently announced application. The 2018 adverse scenario includes lower long-
term interest rates and a flatter yield curve as compared to the 2017 adverse scenario. The 2018 severely 
adverse scenario has a sharper economic downturn in the United States economy as compared to the 
2017 severely adverse scenario.203 

In February 2018, the FRB issued updates to the instructions and supervisory scenarios for both 
CCAR and DFAST. A report from Sullivan & Cromwell outlines the updates to the instructions, including 
changes related to:  

• ‘Market Risk Components for IHCs with Significant Trading Activity in CCAR 2018.’204 

                                                             
196  See Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, 'Annual Stress Test,' 83 Fed. Reg. 37 (23 February 2018), codified at 12 C.F.R. § 46 (2018), 

available at https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2018-02-23/pdf/2018-03687.pdf.   
197  See Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, 'Annual Stress Test,' 83 Fed. Reg. 37 (23 February 2018), codified at 12 C.F.R. § 46 (2018), 

available at https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2018-02-23/pdf/2018-03687.pdf.   
198  See Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, 'Annual Stress Test,' 83 Fed. Reg. 37 (23 February 2018), codified at 12 C.F.R. § 46 (2018), 

available at https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2018-02-23/pdf/2018-03687.pdf.  
199  Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, 'Annual Stress Test,' 83 Fed. Reg. 37, at p. 7951 (23 February 2018), codified at 12 C.F.R. § 46 

(2018), available at https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2018-02-23/pdf/2018-03687.pdf.  
200  Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, 'Annual Stress Test,' 83 Fed. Reg. 37, at p. 7951 (23 February 2018), codified at 12 C.F.R. § 46 

(2018), available at https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2018-02-23/pdf/2018-03687.pdf.  
201  Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, 'Annual Stress Test,' 83 Fed. Reg. 37, at p. 7951 (23 February 2018), codified at 12 C.F.R. § 46 

(2018), available at https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2018-02-23/pdf/2018-03687.pdf.   
202  Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, 'Annual Stress Test,' 83 Fed. Reg. 37, at p. 8149 (23 February 2018), codified at 12 C.F.R. § 46 

(2018), available at https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2018-02-23/pdf/2018-03687.pdf.   
203  ‘Banking Organization Capital Plans and Stress Tests,’ Sullivan & Cromwell LLP, 5 February 2018, available at  

https://www.sullcrom.com/siteFiles/Publications/SC_Publication_Banking_Organization_Capital_Plans_and_Stress_Tests_02_01_2017.
pdf.  

204  ‘Banking Organization Capital Plans and Stress Tests,’ Sullivan & Cromwell LLP, 5 February 2018, available at  
https://www.sullcrom.com/siteFiles/Publications/SC_Publication_Banking_Organization_Capital_Plans_and_Stress_Tests_02_01_2017.
pdf.  
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• ‘Changes with Respect to Firms’ Planned Capital Action.’205 

• ‘Additional Guidance Regarding Treatment of Business Plan Changes.’206 

• ‘Reduction in Reporting Burdens Relating to Supporting Information.’207 

• ‘Credit Loss Provisioning.’208 

• ‘Other Guidance:’209 

o ‘Firms must reflect the impact of the new tax law enacted in December 2017… 

o Beginning with the FR Y-14 reports with data as of December 31, 2017, [Large Institution Supervision 
Coordination Committee (LISCC)] firms that are BHCs must attest to the effectiveness of internal 
controls.’ 210  

In June 2018, the FRB released results for the large BHCs. Deutsche Bank’s US subsidiary cleared the 
capital requirements test but the FRB rejected the bank’s capital plan under the adverse scenarios. 
These results could potentially force the bank to ‘make substantial investment in technology, operations, 
risk management and personnel, as well as changes to its governance.’211 

2.3.5 Foreign Banking Organization Supervision Rollbacks and Enactments 

In December 2017, the FRB announced it would be eliminating the Strength of Support Assessment 
(SOSA) from the FBO supervision program. SOSA was designed to measure the extent that an FBO 
would be able to support its US branches, agencies, and subsidiary banks.212 The assessment was 
deemed to no longer be necessary based on the increase in access to other resources.213  

As of May 2018, updates to Regulation YY and Section 165 of the DFA that raised the liquidity stress 
testing asset threshold to USD 250 billion also applies to the foreign banking organizations. Those FBOs 
with less than USD 100 billion in total assets will now be exempt. In addition, the updates to resolution 
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212  See Benjenk, Randy, ‘Federal Reserve Eliminates SOSA Rating and Proposes New Standards for FBO Daylight Overdraft Capacity,’ 
Covington & Burling LLP, 12 December 2017, available at https://www.covfinancialservices.com/2017/12/federal-reserve-eliminates-
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planning (living will) under Section 165 of the DFA will also apply to the FBOs. The FRB may continue 
to impose enhanced prudential standards on a case-by-case basis.214 

‘The new law does not make any changes to the enhanced prudential standards for foreign banking 
organizations that have [USD] 100 billion in global total consolidated assets or more. The new law 
changes the threshold for the application of enhanced prudential standards from [USD] 50 billion 
to [USD] 250 billion except for risk committees and supervisory stress testing unless the Fed [FRB] 
decides on a case-by-case basis to impose a lower threshold for a particular bank.’215 

Regulation YY and Section 165 of the DFA applied a single counterparty credit limit of ‘25 percent of the 
capital stock and surplus (or such lower amount as the Board of Governors may determine by regulation to 
be necessary to mitigate risks to the financial stability of the United States) of the company’ as part of 
enhanced prudential standards to foreign banking organizations with over USD 50 billion in total 
consolidated assets.216 Under the new law, this threshold is USD 250 billion.217  

2.3.6 Acceptance of the new CECL methodology 
As discussed previously, the quantitative processes under CECL are applicable to CCAR stress testing. 
In April of 2018 the FRB announced it accepted the new method of CECL accounting standards for 
adoption beginning in 2019.218 According to Deloitte, most of the heavily impacted organizations are 
planning to do a parallel run in 2019 and full adoption in 2020.219 This method will simplify regulatory 
capital treatment of credit loss allowances for measuring the assets of the bank and will have large 
impact on recognition of bank assets.220 

CECL is fundamentally different from the current process and methodology which are based on an 
incurred loss concept. Instead, CECL is based on an expected loss concept and relies on life of loan or 
life of portfolio loss rates rather than annual loss rates under the current method. While this process 
evolved from stress testing, stress testing is a broader exercise relying on qualitative processes not 
relevant to CECL.221 

                                                             
214  See ‘What Does the Dodd-Frank Relief Bill Mean for Enhanced Prudential Standards for Foreign Banks,’ Sullivan & Worcester LLP, 25 May 

2018, available at https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/what-does-the-dodd-frank-relief-bill-35048.  See Board of Governors of the 
Federal Reserve System, ‘Report to Congress on Implementation of Enhanced Prudential Standards-January 2018,’ available at 
https://www.federalreserve.gov/publications/2018-january-report-to-congress-on-implementation-of-enhanced-prudential-
standards.htm.    

215  ‘What Does the Dodd-Frank Relief Bill Mean for Enhanced Prudential Standards for Foreign Banks,’ Sullivan & Worcester LLP, 25 May 2018, 
available at https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/what-does-the-dodd-frank-relief-bill-35048 (emphasis omitted).   

216  Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. 111-203, § 165(e)(2), 124 Stat. 1964 (21 July 2010), codified at 12 
U.S.C. § 5365(e)(2).  

217  See ‘What Does the Dodd-Frank Relief Bill Mean for Enhanced Prudential Standards for Foreign Banks,’ Sullivan & Worcester LLP, 25 May 
2018, available at https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/what-does-the-dodd-frank-relief-bill-35048. 

218  See Norwood, Gregory, 'US Current Expected Credit Losses (CECL) implementation insights,' Deloitte, 2018, available at  
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/financial-services/articles/us-current-expected-credit-losses-cecl.html.   

219  See Norwood, Gregory, 'US Current Expected Credit Losses (CECL) implementation insights,' Deloitte, 2018, available at  
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/financial-services/articles/us-current-expected-credit-losses-cecl.html. 

220  See Norwood, Gregory, 'US Current Expected Credit Losses (CECL) implementation insights,' Deloitte, 2018, available at  
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/financial-services/articles/us-current-expected-credit-losses-cecl.html. 

221  See Oakleaf Group, 'Leveraging Stress Testing Processes and Systems,' Slide Presentation, available at  
https://www.theoakleafgroup.com/sites/default/files/u157/CECL%20-
%20Leveraging%20Stress%20Testing%20Processes%20and%20Systems.pdf.  
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	EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
	Background
	This paper provides a synopsis of key provisions of the Dodd-Frank Act (DFA), from its enactment in July 2010 through recent developments as of 24 October 2018. Chapter 2.1 introduces the purpose of each key provision and the general terms of the Act’s required oversight, rules, and regulations to attain the intended goal of each provision. From this foundation, Chapter 2.2 then discusses the rulemaking efforts of the regulatory agencies and other bodies in their attempts to define and implement rules to satisfy these provisions. Lastly, Chapter 2.3 addresses the challenges of such implementation efforts and the rollback efforts of the current US White House administration. 
	 The enactment of the DFA was the most significant and overarching reform to financial regulation since the US regulatory reform that occurred in response to the Great Depression of the 1930s. With the goal of securing stability in the US financial system, its provisions created new agencies, collapsed others, and redirected oversight and regulatory agencies to create rules in order to contain, identify, and more strictly regulate those financial products and institutions that might present a significant threat to stability. From the beginning, many critics considered the Act to be unwieldy, unnecessarily restrictive and costly, and impractical to implement.
	 The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) was created under the DFA to provide consumers with tools for prudent financial decision-making and protection from exploitive practices. It has broad authority, including the authority to enforce laws and investigate potential consumer financial law violations. Criticism of the CFPB has, in large part, focused on its significant and purportedly unchecked power. While the CFPB has lacked direction from the start, under its current director, many investigations have been halted and new enforcement actions have slowed. In June 2018, a federal court ruled that the CFPB’s current structure is unconstitutional. Ultimately, the US Supreme Court may decide the fate of the CFPB’s structure, posing further questions for the future direction of the CFPB.
	 Rulemaking and implementation of the DFA’s other provisions has not proceeded smoothly, either. The new Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC) created rules designating nonbank financial companies as ‘too big to fail,’ which have been challenged as burdensome and counter-productive. Of the four companies so designated, all such designations have been rescinded. The US House has passed a bill, which is currently in the US Senate, that would eliminate such designations – and, therefore, rules following from such designations – from the DFA altogether. As of October 24, 2018, zero nonbanks were designated as SIFIs. 
	 Section 13 of the Act, known as the Volcker Rule, took years to arrive at implementation rules and has faced criticism due to its ambiguity. Continued update proposals, comments, and responses have delayed its implementation. Certain provisions were recently rolled back under the Trump administration. With five regulatory agencies responsible for rulemaking and implementation, the Volcker Rule is viewed by critics as unwieldy and impractical. 
	 Financial institution ‘stress testing’ requirements, which include the Dodd-Frank Act Stress Tests (DFAST) and the US Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review (CCAR), have evolved since first implemented under the DFA but have not changed significantly. The asset size of institutions that are required to comply with these tests, however, has recently increased from USD 50 billion to USD 250 billion, providing regulatory relief for many small and medium banks.
	 US supervision of Foreign Banking Organizations (FBOs) was enhanced in 2016/2017. Recently, a bill was passed that would reduce the number of foreign banks required to comply with these standards by raising the threshold of total global consolidated assets from USD 50 billion to USD 250 billion.
	 Following from the DFA stress test regulations, the US Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) has proposed updates to computing loan loss provisions in the Current Expected Credit Losses (CECL) framework. These updates will impact the credit loss provisions in the stress testing requirements under Section 165 of the DFA and have been accepted by the US Federal Reserve with full adoption expected in 2020.
	1. Dodd-Frank Update: Realigning Balance
	The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (DFA) was a massive, 2 300-page bill that represented the biggest overhaul to financial regulation in the US since the 1930s. The Act was so expansive that, even now, many of its proposed rules are not yet written and in force. Moreover, some of the desired rules and regulations – even among those in place – are considered by critics to be vague or impractical. Thus, not all of the recent regulatory rollback is due to the Trump administration, nor to political leanings, generally. Rather, some of the proposed rules simply are considered to be infeasible in today’s financial marketplace. 
	Described below is a brief account of developments in key DFA provisions, both before and after the Trump administration. In comparing regulatory developments prior to the current administration and after, it is likely that some elements of the current regulatory rollback would have happened even without the philosophy of the current regime. Thus, similar ‘rollbacks’ can be expected in other areas regardless of political regime. 
	2. Legislation and rulemaking
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	In response to the financial crisis of 2008 and the government-supported bailouts of financial institutions, the DFA was signed into law in July 2010. According to Chris Dodd, co-author of the Act, and Chairman of the US Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, the Act:
	 ‘[P]ut an end to ‘too big to fail’ bailouts.’
	 ‘[I]ncreased transparency and accountability in our markets.’
	 ‘[E]stablished an early warning system, so that we never again find out that a financial product or practice is unsafe only after it has already undermined the stability of our economy.'
	 ‘[E]stablished an independent consumer financial protection agency, to provide Americans with the clear and accurate information they need to make good financial decisions as well as the security that comes with knowing that someone is watching out for your interests and your interests alone.' 
	The DFA contains numerous provisions directing many federal regulatory agencies or other bodies to contribute to rules covering 390 rulemaking requirements to be implemented over several years. While many lauded the reforms, critics of the Act considered it to be too far-reaching, burdensome, and gave the regulators too much power in an already fragmented and complex regulatory environment. Table 1 below summarizes the regulators and other government bodies enlisted under the DFA.
	Table 1:  Federal financial regulators and organizations
	Source: The Congressional Research Service (CRS).
	Title X of the DFA initially established the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB). Title X of the DFA states, ‘The Director shall be appointed by the [US] President, by and with the advice and consent of the [US] Senate … The Director shall serve for a term of 5 years.’
	Under its mandate, ‘the CFPB implements and enforces federal consumer financial laws to ensure that all consumers have access to markets for consumer financial products and services that are fair, transparent, and competitive.’ 
	The DFA states, ‘The Bureau is authorized to exercise its authorities under Federal consumer financial law to administer, enforce, and otherwise implement the provisions of Federal consumer financial law.’ The DFA continues, ‘The Director may prescribe rules and issue orders and guidance.’ Furthermore, the DFA gives the CFPB investigative authority, stating, ‘The Bureau or, where appropriate, a Bureau investigator, may engage in joint investigations and requests for information, as authorized under this title.’ The DFA also permits the CFPB to pursue legal proceedings, asserting, ‘If any person violates a Federal consumer financial law, the Bureau may, subject to sections 1024, 1025, and 1026, commence a civil action against such person to impose a civil penalty or to seek all appropriate legal and equitable relief including a permanent or temporary injunction as permitted by law.’ While the CFPB is sometimes thought of as a regulator, it is more like a law enforcement agency in that it can prosecute alleged legal violations in a court of law rather than administrative hearings. 
	The CFPB Director was initially required to establish certain functional units to focus on research, community outreach, community affairs, and collecting and tracking complaints. It also was required to establish four offices: 
	 Office of Fair Lending and Equal Opportunity - charged with ‘providing oversight and enforcement of Federal laws intended to ensure the fair, equitable, and non-discriminatory access to credit;’ 
	 Office of Financial Education - charged with ‘developing and implementing initiatives intended to educate and empower consumers to make better informed financial decisions;’
	 Office of Service Member Affairs - charged with ‘developing and implementing initiatives for service members and their families;’  and
	 Office of Financial Protection for Older Americans - charged with facilitating ‘the financial literacy of individuals who have attained the age of 62 years or more.’
	The general intent and purpose of these offices is to provide consumer financial access and financial education for better financial decision-making.
	One of the key rules implemented by the CFPB, referred to as the Qualified Mortgage Rule established new standards for mortgages and addressed certain practices prevalent in the industry preceding the 2008 financial crisis. The CFPB also implemented rules ‘adding several new reporting requirements and clarifying several existing requirements’ under the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HDMA). Other rules implemented by the CFPB include credit card protections, addressing late fees, limiting predatory practices targeting young borrowers on college campuses, curtailing interest rate hikes, making credit card costs more transparent, and curtailing interest rate hikes. The CFPB also maintains a consumer complaint database, which it uses to identify emerging trends and target supervisory efforts.
	In an attempt to avoid and/or eliminate the risky financial practices that led to the 2008 financial crisis, the Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC) was formed as a consolidated, interagency body to monitor, manage, identify, and control any risks to the US financial system posed by nonbank financial companies and current or emerging financial products and services. 
	FSOC makes regulation recommendations to the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (FRB) but has no supervisory or regulatory authority.
	FSOC is chaired by the Secretary of the Treasury, currently Steven Mnuchin, and its voting members are the heads of the Federal Reserve, FDIC, OCC, NCUA, SEC, CFTC, FHFA, CFPB, and a member with insurance experience appointed by the US President and confirmed by the US Senate.
	One purpose of FSOC oversight is to designate any nonbank financial institution whose failure could pose a risk to financial stability as a Systemically Important Financial Institution (SIFI); i.e. a nonbank financial institution that is considered to be ’too big to fail.’ Under Section 113 of the DFA, FSOC was charged with making rules to more clearly define the standards for the SIFI designation. Generally, however, the standards remain broad and state that such designation shall be made if the FSOC:
	‘…determines that material financial distress at the nonbank financial company, or the nature, scope, size, scale, concentration, interconnectedness, or mix of these activities of the nonbank financial company, could pose a threat to the financial stability of the United States.’
	Once a determination has been made, the FSOC then recommends that the SIFI be more strictly regulated and adhere to prudential standards, enforced by the FRB. Regulatory requirements may include more stringent capital requirements, leverage limits, liquidity requirements, concentration limits, enhanced public disclosures, short-term debt limits, risk management requirements and the need to produce living wills which are plans created for an orderly liquidation.
	Section 619 of the DFA amended the Bank Holding Company Act to incorporate a new section 13 to that Act, which established rules to classify certain activities as commercial banking or investment banking. Section 13 is also known as the Volcker Rule.
	Regulation pertaining to the Volcker Rule is divided among the Federal Reserve, SEC, FDIC, OCC and CFTC, who have worked together to create a large cross-section of regulations. They issued a final rule implementing the Volcker Rule in December 2013.
	The Volcker Rule is enforced through a number of regulations and provisions. A key goal of the Rule is to ban ‘proprietary trading’ by banking entities by supervising more stringently the trading of short-term assets. The definition of short-term assets includes assets held by banks for less than 60 days. Regardless of their purpose in the bank, assets held for less than 60 days are assumed to be held for short term trading purposes and therefore generally prohibited by the Volcker Rule.
	Source: ‘Volcker Rule: U.S. Agencies Approve Final Volcker Rule, Detailing Prohibitions and Compliance Regimes Applicable to Banking Entities Worldwide,’ Sullivan & Cromwell LLP, 27 January 2014, at p. 20, available at https://www.sullcrom.com/siteFiles/Publications/SC_Publication_Volcker_Rule.pdf. 
	The Volcker Rule also focuses on precluding FDIC-insured depository banks ‘From investing in, sponsoring, or having certain relationships with hedge funds or private equity funds.’ As such, bank relationships with ’covered funds,’ hedge funds and private equity funds, are restricted. Essentially the goal is to prevent banks from making investments ‘completely divorced from serving the needs of their customers’ and prevent investments that ‘inappropriately provide support’ to investors in the various covered funds.
	Finally, restrictions on foreign banks’ trading practices in the US are also a key part of the Volcker Rule. Specifically, the Rule prohibits proprietary trading with banking entities in the US and focuses more on the ’location of the banking entity that is taking the principal risk and less on the location of each mechanical step in the execution of transactions.’ However, trades would be in violation of the Volcker Rule if the foreign bank is trading with a foreign entity’s US offices.
	The DFA establishes various stress test requirements to be fulfilled by the FRB and also certain nonbank financial institutions and bank holding companies that are supervised by the FRB under enhanced supervision and prudential standards (referred to in the Act as the ‘Companies’).
	Section 165(i)(1) regulates the FRB’s and the primary financial regulatory agency’s (see Figure 4) responsibilities for nonbank financial institutions overseen by the FRB and bank holding companies with assets of USD 50 billion or more (covered companies). This section requires annual stress tests to evaluate if the covered companies have the capital necessary to absorb losses during adverse economic conditions. The testing parameters laid out include three scenarios: baseline, adverse, and severely adverse. The baseline scenario is a general economic forecast under normal market conditions, whereas the adverse and severely adverse scenarios are applied to assess the strength and resilience of banking institutions under hypothetical stress scenarios. These scenarios are applied to banks’ books to project the ‘firm’s balance sheet, risk-weighted assets, net income, and resulting post-stress capital levels and regulatory capital ratios under each scenario.’
	The FRB also has the authority to develop and apply additional testing to assist in ensuring US financial stability. Covered companies are required to update their resolution plans (living wills) as deemed necessary by the FRB and to publish summaries of their testing results.
	Section 165(i)(2) outlines the requirements of the covered companies to conduct semi-annual stress tests. ‘In addition, savings and loan holding companies, state member banks with greater than [USD] 10 billion in total consolidated assets, and bank holding companies with assets of more than [USD] 10 billion but less than [USD] 50 billion are required to conduct annual company-run stress tests.’ The results of these stress tests must be summarized and submitted to the FRB.
	The Act requires that the FRB, together with the primary regulatory financial agencies and Federal Insurance Office, define ‘stress test,’ establish the methodologies the companies will use to conduct the three scenarios, and establish the form and substance of the required summary reports. 
	The resultant stress tests include the Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review (CCAR), which was built from the early 2009 framework for the Supervisory Capital Assessment Program (SCAP) as part of the initiative to stabilize the US financial system after the 2008 financial crisis. While SCAP was focused on the supervisory stress test results of large bank holding companies (companies with USD 50 billion or more in assets), CCAR has a broader objective. CCAR incorporates not only quantitative analysis, but qualitative reviews of the company processes. Testing is performed annually to ascertain if large, complex bank holding companies have sufficient capital planning processes, including risk management, internal controls, and planned capital distributions, to withstand economic and financial stress and to ensure they have robust, forward-looking capital-planning processes that account for their unique risks. CCAR specifically applies to large, complex bank holding companies and US intermediate holding companies which are subsidiaries of foreign banking organizations with assets of USD 50 billion or more.
	In November 2010 the Federal Reserve issued CCAR guidelines to provide a common approach to testing the large bank holding companies and foreign subsidiaries. Under these guidelines, the FRB evaluated five supervisory areas of capital assessment and planning processes: capital distribution policy; plans to repay any government investment; a bank’s ability to absorb losses under several scenarios; and plans for addressing the expected impact of Basel III and other aspects of the DFA.
	The Dodd-Frank Act Stress Tests (DFAST) are similar to CCAR, but DFAST has a more quantitatively-focused scope in that the main outcomes are the stress tests results themselves. It is a forward-looking component of stress testing to assess whether covered companies have sufficient capital to absorb losses and support operations during adverse economic conditions. DFAST consists of exercises designed to estimate losses, revenues, allowance for loan losses, and capital needs under economic and financial market scenarios released each year by the FDIC. CCAR and DFAST testing requirements apply to national banks and federal savings associations with more than USD 10 billion of total assets.
	While the CCAR and DFAST stress tests operate under similar processes and exercises, they are both distinct processes. A statement from the Federal Reserve notes that ’[t]he Federal Reserve coordinates these processes to reduce duplicative requirements and to minimize regulatory burden.’
	The FRB and any other appropriate primary financial regulatory agencies also intend to implement liquidity stress tests. While these are still at an incipient stage, they are of great concern to the industry. These liquidity tests will apply to covered companies, i.e. ‘nonbank financial companies supervised by the Board of Governors and bank holding companies with total consolidated assets equal to or greater than [USD 50 billion].’
	A Foreign Banking Organization (FBO) is defined under the International Banking Act of 1978 as: 
	1)  a company that ‘(a) operates a branch, agency, or commercial lending company subsidiary in the United States, (b) controls a bank in the United States; or (c) controls an Edge corporation acquired after March 5, 1987, and
	2)  any company of which the foreign bank is a subsidiary.’
	The Federal Reserve, along with other state and federal supervisory authorities, oversees FBO supervision in the US and is also responsible for ‘approving, reviewing, and monitoring their US nonbanking activities.’
	The integration of FBOs within the US financial markets grew significantly in the 15 years preceding the financial crisis. According to Daniel Tarullo, member of the FRB, ‘[t]he financial crisis exposed, in painful and dramatic fashion, the shortcomings of existing regulatory and supervisory regimes. In both the United States and the European Union (EU), the crisis also revealed some particular vulnerabilities created by foreign banking operations.‘
	In 1974, the assets of the three largest banks comprised less than three and a half percent of the global GDP. By 2007, ‘the largest bank in the world at that time, Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS), had assets equivalent to about 6.8 percent of global GDP, nearly twice the comparable figure for the three largest banks combined in 1974. Adding the assets of Deutsche Bank and BNP Paribas--the second and third largest banks in 2007--to those of RBS, the three had combined assets equal to about 17 percent of global GDP…. Not only did the size of the largest banks change dramatically, so, too, did their scope, reflecting the overall integration of capital market and traditional lending activities that accelerated in the decade and a half preceding the crisis.’  
	/
	Source: Tarullo, Daniel K. 'Regulating Large Foreign Banking Organizations,' Speech to the Harvard Law School Symposium on Building the Financial System of the Twenty-first Century: An Agenda for Europe and the United States, Armonk, New York, 27 March 2014, available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/tarullo20140327a.htm. 
	The DFA included provisions under Section 165 to increase regulation of FBOs and charged the Federal Reserve with the development of rulemaking and implementation in an attempt to avoid the potential impact of their significant presence in the US financial markets.
	The table below lists the US financial regulatory agencies and the institutions they currently regulate based on DFA provisions.
	Table 2:  Federal financial regulators and who they regulate
	Source: 'The Congressional Research Service (CRS), with information drawn from agency websites, and financial regulatory legislation,' Murphy, Edward V. 'Who Regulates Whom and How? An Overview of U.S. Financial Regulatory Policy for Banking Securities Markets', Congressional Research Service, 30 January 2015, at Table 3.
	Both the CCAR’s adverse and severely adverse scenarios include loss rates applicable to credit valuation adjustments. Those loss rates are the parameters that will soon be reported under the CECL framework. In June 2016, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) released Accounting Standards Update No 2016-13, Topic 326, Financial Instruments – Credit Losses. This update provided the methodology for calculating CECL allowances for credit losses. 
	The big difference from prior policy arises because losses previously were not fully recognized until the loss was probable and/or actually incurred. CECL, therefore, allows the fair value of credit losses to be recognized in a forward looking and timely manner versus during a global economic crisis when the allowances were considered ‘too little, too late.’
	CECL applies to all banks, savings associations, credit unions, and financial institution holding companies, regardless of size, that are required to follow US Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (US GAAP) and applies to any financial instruments recorded at amortized cost or off-balance sheet credit exposures. Trading assets, loans held for sale, financial assets with a fair value election, or loans and receivables under common control are not applicable under this update.
	As of 19 July 2017, seven years after the enactment of the DFA, only 280 of 390 rulemaking requirements – just over 71 percent – were completed. Rules have been proposed to meet an additional 30 rulemaking requirements, although those are not yet enacted. No rules had yet been proposed for the remaining 80 rulemaking requirements – so that roughly 20 percent of the total requirements remain unfulfilled.
	/
	Source: Nazareth, Annette L. et al., 'Dodd-Frank's Seventh Anniversary,' Davis Polk & Wardell LLP, 19 July 2017, available at https://www.finregreform.com/single-post/2017/07/19/dodd-franks-seventh-anniversary/. 
	For many of the rules that have been finalized, implementation has been difficult due to ambiguities and practical limitations. Described below is a brief discussion related to the attempted implementation of the key DFA provisions discussed previously and the current regulatory rollback efforts.
	The CFPB was established ‘to create a single point of accountability in the federal government for consumer financial protection.’ To do this, the CFPB consolidated the consumer financial protection authority that was previously distributed among seven federal agencies: The FRB, OCC/OTS, FDIC, NCUA, FTC, and HUD.
	The CFPB also sought to consolidate certain regulations: ‘In December 2011, the CFPB moved to transfer or republish a number of consumer financial protection regulations from other federal agencies.’ Several regulations were transferred and became effective in December 2011. This was followed by the recess appointment of Richard Cordray as Director of the CFPB in January 2012.   
	Shortly after Director Cordray’s appointment, the CFPB began its rulemaking activities by establishing protections for consumers making international fund transfers.
	An area of initial focus in the CFPB’s rulemaking activities was the mortgage industry. In 2013, the CFPB implemented the Qualified Mortgage Rule, which established new standards for mortgages, effectively eliminating the use of so-called low-doc or no-doc loans and preventing lenders from basing ability-to-pay decisions on teaser rates.
	In 2015, the CFPB implemented rules to integrate two standard forms provided to borrowers upon taking out a loan (TILA-RESPA Integrated Disclosure, or TRID) and added new reporting requirements and clarified existing requirements under the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act. Although the CFPB implemented rules in other areas such as credit card protections for consumers, rules pertaining to many other areas of consumer finance such as payday lending, auto loans, bank overdraft fees, and others had not been finalized prior to the appointment of a new director by the current administration.
	The CFPB performs its supervisory work by conducting examinations of financial firms such as mortgage companies, private education lenders, payday lenders, larger debt collectors, and consumer reporting companies. The CFPB expressed its intention to examine nonbanks using similar reports, document reviews, and on-site inspections that it requires of banks. To the extent possible, the CFPB seeks to apply consistent standards to the supervision and examinations of all financial institutions with an emphasis on detecting, preventing, and correcting practices that pose significant risk of causing consumer harm.
	The CFPB reports the number of supervisory activities it performs each year. In some cases, examinations conducted under regular supervisory activities cause the CFPB to consider opening an enforcement investigation. The DFA endowed the CFPB with sweeping enforcement powers, including the ability to conduct investigations, hold hearings, and initiate litigation. In 2016, the CFPB estimated that roughly 10 percent of examinations resulted in an enforcement investigation.
	The CFPB has brought enforcement actions against multiple banks including Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., for account fraud, Citi Bank, N.A. for failures that harmed student loan borrowers, and payday loan lenders.
	According to the CFPB, since 2011 it has ordered almost USD 12 billion be returned to 29 million consumers and imposed about USD 600 million in civil penalties, most of which is attributable to its public enforcement actions. The CFPB’s enforcement actions, however, did not come without criticism. Some observers argued, ‘that the agency’s big enforcement actions amount to a bureaucratic end-run around the formal rule-making process—in effect, an unauthorized extension of the agency’s reach that can’t be fought via the usual political channels.’
	In April 2013, the CFPB published its strategic plan for the fiscal years 2013 to 2017 that laid out its goals and desired outcomes, including the establishment and maintenance of an effective regulatory environment over the consumer financial marketplace. In subsequent years, the CFPB measured its progress against the very broad goals laid out in this plan:
	 ‘Prevent financial harm to consumers while promoting good practices that benefit them;
	 Empower consumers to live better financial lives;
	 Inform the public, policy makers, and the CFPB’s own policy making with data-driven analysis of consumer finance markets and consumer behaviour; and
	 Advance the CFPB’s performance by maximizing resource productivity and enhancing impact.’
	The recent change in leadership of the CFPB under the Trump administration has had an impact on the organization and resulted in a re-examination of the CFPB’s strategic goals. Many consider the CFPB’s rulemaking progress and enforcement activities as stalled under the current leadership.
	Others view the pause as a welcome respite to reform the institution and clarify its enforcement goals and powers. Recently proposed bipartisan legislation, known as the Give Useful Information to Define Effective Compliance Act or GUIDE Act, introduced on 17 April 2018, sets out specific tasks for the CFPB including:
	 Mandates that the CFPB’s director issue ‘guidance’ that is necessary or appropriate to carry out the purpose of the laws it is responsible for, including facilitating compliance;
	 Defines ‘guidance’ to include a range of written issuances from interpretative and legislative rules, to bulletins, and frequently asked questions;
	 Requires the Bureau to publish in the Federal Register, within one year of enactment, the definitions, criteria, timelines, and process for issuing Bureau guidance (final rules would have an 18-month requirement to do the same);
	 Prohibits liability for reliance in good faith on guidance from the Bureau or any predecessor agency that was in effect at the time of such act or omission;
	 Requires the Bureau to establish a process and timeframes for requests for guidance, including time limits to provide answers in response to requests for guidance;
	 Requires the Bureau to create a process for amending or revoking guidance, including a process for public notice and comment; and
	 Requires the Bureau to develop guidelines for determining the size of any civil money penalties and publish these guidelines in the Federal Register within 18 months of enactment.
	With such a shifting strategy and an uncertain future, the CFPB continues to struggle for a well-defined, cohesive purpose.
	In April 2012, the FSOC issued its final rule, ‘Authority to Require Supervision and Regulation of Certain Nonbank Financial Companies,’ which provides its ‘Three-Stage Process for Evaluating Nonbank Financial Companies.’ In Stage 1, the FSOC would perform an initial evaluation of nonbank financial companies by applying six thresholds to identify companies that would require additional review. Those thresholds are as follows:
	 ‘[USD] 50 billion in total consolidated assets; [and any one of the remaining thresholds:]
	 [USD] 30 billion in gross notional credit default swaps outstanding for which a nonbank financial company is the reference entity;
	 [USD] 3.5 billion of derivative liabilities;
	 [USD] 20 billion in total debt outstanding; 
	 15 to 1 leverage ratio of total consolidated assets (excluding separate accounts) to total equity; [or]
	 10 percent short-term debt ratio of total debt outstanding with a maturity of less than 12 months to total consolidated assets (excluding separate accounts).’
	These thresholds apply to the global assets, liabilities, and operations of nonbank financial companies in the US. For foreign nonbank financial companies, the thresholds apply solely to US assets, liabilities, and operations.
	Once identified as important in Stage 1, these companies are evaluated under Stage 2 wherein the FSOC ‘intends to conduct a robust analysis of the potential threat that each of those nonbank financial companies could pose to U.S. financial stability.’ Each nonbank financial company that is identified as a potential risk under Stage 2 is then evaluated in Stage 3. At Stage 3, the FSOC gathers considerable information directly from the company in order to assess its potential threat.
	Based on this SIFI designation process, FSOC designated AIG, General Electric Capital Corp (GE Capital), Prudential Financial (Prudential), and MetLife as SIFIs in 2013 and 2014. These designations brought increased and costly regulatory requirements to the designated SIFIs. Such costs, associated with a more subjective designation process, led those firms to legally challenge their designations on the grounds that those were imprecise and ineffective at accurately identifying risks to financial stability.
	In 2016, MetLife won its lawsuit against the US government to have its SIFI designation rescinded and, at that time, the government appealed. The appeal, however, was dropped by the Trump administration the following year. GE Capital’s designation was rescinded in 2016 after its parent company divested most of its financial operations. In 2017, AIG’s designation was rescinded after its USD 182.5 billion bailout was finished, leaving Prudential as the only remaining SIFI. 
	Implementation of the Volcker Rule by the five regulatory agencies charged with this task has been a lengthy process. As a broad piece of regulation impacting many parts of banks, it has taken regulatory agencies years to build a practical approach to the rules. 
	Critics have raised concerns about the feasibility and effectiveness of the Rule since it was initially passed. As banks often use hedge funds as a way to mitigate and hedge their own long-term risks, there is potential for losing visibility into the risky trading activates in which some hedge funds may engage.
	The first action taken towards codifying the rules into regulations was in 2011 when a study by the FSOC determined a need for new risk management frameworks in order to measure the difference between prohibited and permitted trading activities. Based on this study, a set of rules was initially announced in October 2011 and others later in January 2012.
	After reviewing over 18 000 comments made to the relevant agencies writing the regulations, a final set of rules was issued on 10 December 2013. Although financial institutions were to conform to these rules by 21 July 2014, the effective date was pushed back to 21 July 2015 due to ongoing difficulties with companies having the time to become compliant with the regulations.
	The Volcker Rule regulations define the types of trades and relationships that are acceptable. The regulations focus primarily on three key areas – proprietary trades, covered funds, and foreign exemptions.
	With respect to proprietary trades, one of the first proposed and finalized Volcker Rules states that proprietary trades are defined under a 60-day rule, wherein investments held for less than 60 days are per se determined to be short-term trades and therefore prohibited. Items such as loans, spot foreign exchange, repos, and clearing positions of derivatives are excluded under this rule.
	Additionally, the legislation specifically addresses the need to prohibit or restrict bank relationships with ‘covered funds,’ defined by the regulatory agencies to include a wide range of funds beyond traditional hedge funds including REITS, CDOs, venture capital funds, and credit funds, but excluding insurance company separate accounts. There were ultimately many revisions to this prohibition, with exceptions to what entities counted as covered funds added over time.
	The ownership percentage of a covered fund was also initially considered important. The definition of an ownership interest includes any interest that is an equity, partnership or other similar interest. The definition of these interests does not rely on specific instruments but rather on the benefits the ownership interest is afforded. In the final Rule, ownership interest was not taken into consideration.
	The Volcker Rule also provides exemptions for foreign banks. Initially, any connection of a trade between a foreign bank and a US entity would not be an allowable trade. In the final rule, however, regulations ‘allowed foreign banking entities to use US infrastructure and trade with certain US counterparties in certain circumstances.’ Thus foreign banks are allowed to continue to trade outside the US using exemptions provided by the Treasury Department. Foreign banks are also allowed to interact with a US entity in the trade if none of the action is ‘arranged, negotiated, or executed by personnel located in the US’ as long as the financing is not directly or indirectly provided by a US affiliate. Such changes represented a significant lightening on the rules for foreign banks by allowing much more flexibility.
	In practice there were, and still are, questions of whether the Volcker Rule actually works. In 2012, JPMorgan Chase lost over two billion dollars on trades. While banking entities were not yet subject to the Rules at that time, even if they had been, the trading strategy that led to the losses was permissible under the Volcker Rule.
	While the underlying theories of CCAR and DFAST have not changed significantly since 2010, discussions have taken place with regard to unintended effects on bank lending. The stress tests were intended to ensure a company’s viability in adverse economic conditions and thereby improve the financial stability of the US. The resultant increase in capital required to help banks withstand such shocks, however, has allegedly reduced banks’ ability to lend to the public and stimulate economic growth.
	In September 2014, the Federal Reserve, FDIC, and OCC finalized a rule for strengthening the liquidity positions of the large financial institutions, designed to enhance the liquidity requirements under Section 165 of the DFA, but did not address banks’ purportedly reduced lending ability. The rule created a standardized minimum liquidity requirement for ‘banking organizations with [USD] 250 billion or more in total consolidated assets or [USD] 10 billion in on-balance sheet foreign exposure.’ It will also ‘apply a less stringent, modified [Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR)] to bank holding companies and savings and loan holding companies that do not meet these thresholds, but have [USD] 50 billion or more in total assets.’ All banking organizations regulated under this guidance were to be fully compliant by the beginning of 2017.
	From the original passage of the DFA through the present, the stress test scenarios dictated by the OCC have been periodically updated for new macroeconomic conditions. In 2016, the OCC released updated economic and financial market scenarios as well as an updated timeline for when institutions must submit results based on asset size. The adverse and severely adverse scenarios will be the same for institutions with USD 50 billion or more in assets and institutions with between USD 10 billion and USD 50 billion in assets.
	Between July 2016 and July 2017, the Federal Reserve updated a series of Enhanced Prudential Standards (EPS standards) effective for domestic and foreign banking entities. The EPS standards, as they applied to foreign entities, marked a significant enhancement of the US’s role overseeing foreign banking operations. One of the most significant changes among these standards was the Intermediate Holding Company (IHC) requirement for foreign banking organizations.
	Under the IHC requirement, which is detailed throughout the Federal Reserve’s enhanced prudential standards, foreign banking organizations with USD 50 billion or more in total global consolidated assets and USD 50 billion or more in US non-branch assets are required to form US IHCs; however, the threshold will likely increase as a result of recently passed legislation, discussed in detail below. The IHC requirement of the EPS standards requires foreign banking organizations to organize US-based assets under control of the IHC and create a central governance structure over the IHC and its US subsidiaries. This includes creation of a US risk committee (sub-committee of the board of directors) and US-based management team, collectively charged with overseeing the domestic entities’ operations and compliance.
	Implementing the IHC structure was particularly burdensome for many FBOs because it required several changes to the FBO’s business and operating models, including legal entity reorganization, information management enhancements, and imposing more discipline in its asset management systems. 
	A report from Deloitte, an accounting and consulting firm, states that, in addition to the IHC requirement, the original EPS standards required that FBOs with at least USD 50 billion or more in total global consolidated assets and USD 50 billion or more in US non-branch assets are required to comply with the following: 
	‘Capital requirements:’ 
	 ‘[A] minimum 4.5 percent Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1) capital ratio and 6 percent Tier 1 capital ratio with additional capital conservation buffer requirements to avoid limitations on capital distributions.’
	 ‘US Basel III supplementary leverage ratio; 
	 US Basel III countercyclical buffer; 
	 Unrealized gains and losses flowing through the IHC’s CET1 capital; 
	 IHCs with trading assets and trading liabilities that equal or exceed 10 percent of total assets or [USD] 1 billion will need to obtain separate approval from the Fed for internal market risk models and are subject to market risk rules.’
	‘Liquidity requirements:’
	 ‘The liquidity buffer for FBO U.S. branches and agencies now needs to cover funding needs for only 14 days rather than the 30 days specified in the proposed rule.’ 
	 ‘[A]ny cash component of the IHC liquidity buffer cannot be held at an FBO branch or agency, or by an affiliate not controlled by the IHC.’ 
	 ‘[T]he final rule will also require an FBO with greater than [USD] 50 billion in combined U.S. assets to adhere to a qualitative liquidity framework.’ 
	‘Stress testing requirements:’
	 ‘[T]he results of the home-country stress testing will require reporting to the Fed.’
	 ‘U.S. IHCs with assets of [USD] 50 billion or more are subject to the annual supervisory and semiannual company-run stress testing requirements similar to domestic BHCs.’
	Beyond the regulations imposed on the largest class of foreign banking organizations, the original EPS standards imposed several regulations on smaller entities. For instance, FBOs with publicly-traded stocks and total global consolidated assets between USD 10 to 50 billion as well as FBOs with over USD 50 billion in global assets and US assets less than USD 50 billion must annually certify to the Federal Reserve that its board of directors, or a sub-committee thereof, appropriately monitors risks associated with US-based operations and that it has met its home country’s capital standards (provided that they are consistent with those required under Basel III).
	Recently, Congress has taken steps to relax some of the requirements of the EPS standards. On 24 May 2018, the Economic Growth, Regulatory Relief, and Consumer Protection Act (EGRRCP) was signed into law, which increased the threshold for application of most EPS standards from USD 50 billion to USD 250 billion. Capital stress testing and risk committee requirements, however, will continue to be applied using the previous USD 50 billion threshold. 
	While banks consider CECL implementation extremely challenging, the reporting requirement dates are still on schedule. For SEC filers, the FASB’s CECL updates are effective for fiscal years beginning after 15 December 2019; for all other public business entities, the updates are effective for fiscal years beginning after 15 December 2020. Even with the reporting requirements on schedule, the Federal Reserve advised, in the February 2018 CCAR updates, that firms should delay implementation of the new CECL methodology for their 2018 and 2019 CCAR requirements and will provide additional guidance for the CECL methodology update to be reflected for the CCAR 2020 requirements.
	Under the current US Administration, there have been a number of proposals, executive orders, and legislative actions to effectively roll back provisions of the DFA. On 3 February 2017, US President Trump issued the Presidential Executive Order on Core Principles for Regulating the United States Financial System, which outlined the US Administration’s general financial policy principles. It also directed the US Secretary of the Treasury to consult with the FSOC member heads and report on the extent to which existing financial regulatory laws, regulations, and other guidance and requirements adhere to or inhibit these core principles.
	According to a seventh anniversary review of the DFA rules implementation, further implementation has ‘been put into a pause mode by all of the financial regulators except for the CFPB.’
	Another development came from the US Supreme Court on 21 June 2018 in its ruling on the constitutionality of the SEC’s system of selecting its administrative judges who enforce investor protection laws. The matter before the Court was a challenge to SEC’s practice of its staff appointing SEC administrative law judges. The SEC contended that these judges were employees. According to the Court’s ruling, however, ‘[a]dministrative law judges are offices of the United States within the meaning of the Constitution’s appointments clause, which requires their appointment by the president, courts, or heads of federal agencies.’ While not arising from a direct challenge from the current US administration, the ruling will have profound effects for the almost 2 000 administrative law judges in the federal government who are responsible for enforcing statutory laws under the regulatory agencies’ purview. Appointment of administrative law judges by the executive branch of government rather than by employees of the regulatory agencies would give the US White House considerably more influence on the manner in which regulatory claims and disputes are adjudicated. Thus, the ramifications of the US Supreme Court’s ruling could be far-reaching.
	With the appointment of Mick Mulvaney as acting head of the CFPB under the current US administration, the scope of the CFPB’s activities has been rolled back. Mr. Mulvaney began his Directorship by proclaiming early on that ‘the days of aggressively ‘pushing the envelope’ of the law in the name of the ‘mission’ are over.’ According to Mr. Mulvaney, a strategic shift was to be effectuated based on a review of ‘everything that we do, from investigations to lawsuits and everything in between.’ Enforcement actions were to be focused on ‘quantifiable and unavoidable harm to the consumer,’ with an emphasis on formal rulemaking over what he termed ‘regulation by enforcement.’
	Under Mr. Mulvaney’s leadership, it has been reported that some existing investigations have been halted and the initiation of new enforcement actions slowed. In his first report to the US Congress, Mr. Mulvaney stated:
	‘I made it clear that the Bureau [CFPB] will continue to execute the law, but will no longer go beyond its statutory mandate.’
	Consistent with Mr. Mulvaney’s stated belief that the CFPB ‘is far too powerful and with precious little oversight of its activities,’ he recommended to the US Congress that the following changes be made:
	  1. ‘Fund the Bureau [CFPB] through Congressional appropriations;
	  2. Require legislative approval of major Bureau [CFPB] rules;
	  3. Ensure that the [CFPB] Director answers to the [US] President in the exercise of executive authority; and
	  4. Create an independent Inspector General for the Bureau [CFPB].’
	In June 2018, Mr. Mulvaney dismissed the CFPB’s 25-member advisory board. According to some advisory board members ‘meetings between the board and Mr. Mulvaney were repeatedly cancelled.’ One member stated that ‘[t]he reason to let us go is an attempt to silence the voices that would be concerned about the direction the bureau [CFPB] has taken under this administration.’
	Mr. Mulvaney, who is also the Director of the US Office of Management and Budget (OMB), selected a deputy of his at the OMB, Kathy Kraninger, to succeed him as head of CFPB. Critics of her selection note that she has no regulatory experience. On 23 August the Senate Banking Committee approved Ms Kraninger, but she still faces opposition in the full Senate vote required for final confirmation.
	Table 3:  CFPB Actions by Year
	2018
	2017
	2016
	2015
	2014
	2013
	2012
	Number of New Enforcement Actions
	2
	36*
	37
	54
	32
	24
	8
	4
	15
	9
	8
	8
	17
	5
	Number of Final Rules
	*All new actions were taken before Mr. Mulvaney was appointed acting head of the CFPB in November 2017
	One of the largest legal challenges to date for the CFPB alleges that the US President does not have sufficient authority over the single CFPB director, which, if true, could potentially render the CFPB unconstitutional. In January 2018, a judge in the US Court of Appeals, DC Circuit opined that the structure of the CFPB is constitutional; however, in June 2018, a judge in the US District Court in the Southern District of New York ruled that the structure of the CFPB is not constitutional and excluded the CFPB from a lawsuit. The New York court ruling, along with appeals pending in other courts, has the potential to increase the likelihood that the US Supreme Court will eventually take the case to decide on the constitutionality of the CFPB structure.
	On 21 April 2017, the US President issued his ‘Presidential Memorandum for the Secretary of the Treasury’ under which the US Secretary of the Treasury was instructed to review the FSOC’s designation process and halt any further non-emergency designations.
	In November 2017, the US Secretary of the Treasury issued its annual report on SIFIs. The report called for the FSOC to engage in a cost-benefit analysis regarding potential designation rather than focusing on threshold amounts, such as total assets. It is expected that the US Treasury will pursue efforts to implement the report’s recommendations.
	In January 2018, the panel of judges reviewing the US government’s appeal of MetLife’s SIFI rescission dismissed the case after the US Executive branch terminated the appeal. On 17 October 2018 the FSOC removed Prudential Financial’s SIFI designation, declassifying the last remaining nonbank SIFI.
	The Financial CHOICE Act of 2017 (CHOICE Act) was passed by the US House of Representatives on 8 June 2017 and sent to the US Senate on 13 June 2017 where it was referred to the US Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs for review. Among other things, the CHOICE Act intended to repeal the provisions of the DFA that created FSOC’s SIFI designation authority and standards, as follows:
	‘SEC. 151. REPEAL AND MODIFICATION OF PROVISIONS OF THE FINANCIAL STABILITY ACT OF 2010… 
	(a) Repeals.—The following provisions of the Financial Stability Act of 2010 are repealed, and the provisions of law amended or repealed by such provisions are restored or revived as if such provisions had not been enacted…
	(2) Section 113.’ - ‘Authority to require supervision and regulation of certain nonbank financial Companies.’
	‘(3) Section 114.’ – ‘Registration of nonbank financial companies supervised by the Board of Governors.’
	‘(4) Section 115.’ – ‘Enhanced supervision and prudential standards for nonbank financial companies supervised by the Board of Governors and certain bank holding companies.’
	The US Senate Committee hearing on 13 July 2017 included discussion of changes to SIFI designation, such as raising the total asset threshold. The CHOICE Act received support from the House Financial Services Committee and the insurance industry. The US Senate, however, elected to pass a bipartisan, moderated version of Dodd-Frank relief, the Economic Growth, Regulatory Relief, and Consumer Protection Act (EGRRCP), which scaled back, rather than repealed SIFI guidelines outright. While the EGRRCP became law on 24 May 2018, the de facto elimination of nonbank SIFIs has rendered some elements of the law related to SIFI designation irrelevant, at least for the time being.
	The current US administration has called for a large rollback of the Volcker Rule, rewriting it to be friendlier to banks. The heads of the affected US regulatory agencies are also expected to be amenable to amending the rule. Given the US administration’s expressed interest in regulatory reforms, the US Congress has addressed some changes through legislation. It appears that the US Congress also considered that regulatory changes to the Volcker Rule could take a significant amount of time to enact with five regulatory agencies overseeing this Rule and must all agree to any changes. 
	In April 2018, the US House of Representatives passed H.R. 4790, Volcker Rule Regulatory Harmonization Act, a rule supported by the American Bankers Association. H.R. 4790 was intended to:
	 Give rulemaking and enforcement authority over the Volcker Rule solely to the Federal Reserve, and
	 Exempt community banks if they hold under USD 10 billion in consolidated assets and have total trading assets and trading liabilities of not more than 5 percent of total consolidated assets.
	But this form of the bill was not passed by the US Senate. The Senate’s version of the rollbacks was, instead, included in the EGRRCP. The EGRRCP, which was signed into law on 24 May 2018, alleviates certain regulations for community banks with under USD 10 billion in assets. Title IV of the Volcker Act stipulated that:
	 The asset benchmark over which banks become subject to enhanced prudential regulations increases from USD 50 billion to USD 250 billion or more;
	 banks with between USD 100 billion and USD 250 billion in assets ‘are automatically subject only to supervisory stress tests;’ and
	 banks with USD 50 billion to USD 100 billion ‘will no longer be subject to enhanced regulation.’
	Since implementation of the Volcker Rule, its five regulatory agencies have received numerous public and private communications, comments, feedback, and recommendations regarding the rule and implementing regulations. Additionally, the regulatory agencies have evaluated data related to the rule implementation and noted certain areas of improvement. Overall the stated goal is to simplify the rule and write it in such a way as to be enforceable.
	A key proposal of the regulatory agencies is to change the application of the Volcker Rule to be based on banks’ trading activity rather total assets, so that small to medium size banks will not have to comply if their trading operations are not a significant focus. Such a proposal would limit Volcker Rule provisions such that only banks with USD 10 billion or more in trading assets and liabilities would be required to comply with the most stringent provisions. Banks with USD 1 billion to USD 10 billion in trading assets and liabilities would be subject to reduced requirements, while banks with trading assets and liabilities below USD 1 billion would not be required to demonstrate compliance.
	With banks focusing on trading activity in some regulations and total assets in others, conflicting rules have arisen. Trading desks with popular products face conflicts when they are directed to curtail profits.
	International rules around trading, such as the Fundamental Review of the Trading Book (FRTB), are not contemplated by the Volcker Rule. As the FRTB and Volcker Rule have different concepts of what constitutes an allowable trade, it will be difficult for banks to know how to report their trades and how to manage profits to a specific cap will impact their overall trading strategy. 
	The agencies have also chosen to address the ‘60-day rebuttable presumption’ and the short-term definition of asset holding. Under the agencies’ proposal, trading assets would no longer be defined by the amount of time they are held, but instead by the ‘fair value accounting treatment of the relevant financial instrument.’ This will make it easier for banks to determine their actual tradeable asset range since the current classification can be a difficult proposition and one that ends with misclassifying items that are not short-range trades as such.
	While the notice does not make significant changes to the ‘covered fund’ rules, agencies are seeking comment primarily around the definition of ‘covered fund’ with hopes to potentially amend the definition in order to make it clearer, more accurate, and distinct from funds that are part of hedge funds and private equity funds. In that vein, regulators are also seeking comment on what new exceptions should be accepted in order to meet these similar goals.
	Regulators are also requesting comments that address certain aspects of foreign banking entity rules. First, the agencies seek to provide ‘increased flexibility’ with regard to foreign banking entities’ proprietary trades and investments in funds outside of the United States. They are also seeking comment on how to modify the exceptions afforded to foreign banks with respect to proprietary trades and investments in covered funds.
	In December 2017, the Federal Reserve proposed an amendment to its ‘severely adverse’ scenario used in the annual stress tests. This scenario is designed to imitate economic conditions of the US in a post-war recession, which are characterized by higher unemployment rates, contracting aggregate income, and a decrease in economic activity. Prior stress tests increased unemployment rates by three to five percentage points, whereas under the new proposal, if such increase does not push the rate to 10 % then the increase in unemployment rate will be such that at a minimum the rate will be 10 %. 
	Other elements have been changed to make the tests tougher, as well. The OCC published the final annual stress test rule in February 2018 under 12 CFR § 46. The changes implemented include adjustments to the transition process for covered institutions that move into new asset brackets, as well as technical changes to clarify the requirements under the OCC’s testing regulations. The rule became effective the following month. The following are the changes made and the effect of those changes:
	 The OCC increased ‘the range of possible ‘as-of’ dates used in the global market shock component to conform to changes already made by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (Board) to its stress testing regulations.’ The original date range was 1 January through 1 March of a calendar year. The change increased the range to 1 October of the prior year through 1 March increasing ‘the OCC’s flexibility to choose an appropriate as-of date.’
	 The transition period for an institution that becomes an over USD 50 billion covered institution and would therefore be subject to stress testing requirements has been increased for those institutions that cross the over USD 50 billion threshold in the fourth quarter of the calendar year. A covered institution ‘will not be subject to the stress testing requirements applicable to over [USD] 50 billion covered institutions until the third year after it crosses the asset threshold.’
	The final rule makes ‘certain technical changes to clarify the requirements of the OCC’s stress testing regulation’ and removes obsolete language related to the adjustment in date ranges and timeframe for conforming to stress testing requirements. Regulators are strengthening other elements of the scenarios in the most recently announced application. The 2018 adverse scenario includes lower long-term interest rates and a flatter yield curve as compared to the 2017 adverse scenario. The 2018 severely adverse scenario has a sharper economic downturn in the United States economy as compared to the 2017 severely adverse scenario.
	In February 2018, the FRB issued updates to the instructions and supervisory scenarios for both CCAR and DFAST. A report from Sullivan & Cromwell outlines the updates to the instructions, including changes related to: 
	 ‘Market Risk Components for IHCs with Significant Trading Activity in CCAR 2018.’
	 ‘Changes with Respect to Firms’ Planned Capital Action.’
	 ‘Additional Guidance Regarding Treatment of Business Plan Changes.’
	 ‘Reduction in Reporting Burdens Relating to Supporting Information.’
	 ‘Credit Loss Provisioning.’
	 ‘Other Guidance:’
	o ‘Firms must reflect the impact of the new tax law enacted in December 2017…
	o Beginning with the FR Y-14 reports with data as of December 31, 2017, [Large Institution Supervision Coordination Committee (LISCC)] firms that are BHCs must attest to the effectiveness of internal controls.’  
	In June 2018, the FRB released results for the large BHCs. Deutsche Bank’s US subsidiary cleared the capital requirements test but the FRB rejected the bank’s capital plan under the adverse scenarios. These results could potentially force the bank to ‘make substantial investment in technology, operations, risk management and personnel, as well as changes to its governance.’
	In December 2017, the FRB announced it would be eliminating the Strength of Support Assessment (SOSA) from the FBO supervision program. SOSA was designed to measure the extent that an FBO would be able to support its US branches, agencies, and subsidiary banks. The assessment was deemed to no longer be necessary based on the increase in access to other resources. 
	As of May 2018, updates to Regulation YY and Section 165 of the DFA that raised the liquidity stress testing asset threshold to USD 250 billion also applies to the foreign banking organizations. Those FBOs with less than USD 100 billion in total assets will now be exempt. In addition, the updates to resolution planning (living will) under Section 165 of the DFA will also apply to the FBOs. The FRB may continue to impose enhanced prudential standards on a case-by-case basis.
	‘The new law does not make any changes to the enhanced prudential standards for foreign banking organizations that have [USD] 100 billion in global total consolidated assets or more. The new law changes the threshold for the application of enhanced prudential standards from [USD] 50 billion to [USD] 250 billion except for risk committees and supervisory stress testing unless the Fed [FRB] decides on a case-by-case basis to impose a lower threshold for a particular bank.’
	Regulation YY and Section 165 of the DFA applied a single counterparty credit limit of ‘25 percent of the capital stock and surplus (or such lower amount as the Board of Governors may determine by regulation to be necessary to mitigate risks to the financial stability of the United States) of the company’ as part of enhanced prudential standards to foreign banking organizations with over USD 50 billion in total consolidated assets. Under the new law, this threshold is USD 250 billion. 
	As discussed previously, the quantitative processes under CECL are applicable to CCAR stress testing. In April of 2018 the FRB announced it accepted the new method of CECL accounting standards for adoption beginning in 2019. According to Deloitte, most of the heavily impacted organizations are planning to do a parallel run in 2019 and full adoption in 2020. This method will simplify regulatory capital treatment of credit loss allowances for measuring the assets of the bank and will have large impact on recognition of bank assets.
	CECL is fundamentally different from the current process and methodology which are based on an incurred loss concept. Instead, CECL is based on an expected loss concept and relies on life of loan or life of portfolio loss rates rather than annual loss rates under the current method. While this process evolved from stress testing, stress testing is a broader exercise relying on qualitative processes not relevant to CECL.
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